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Key Terms
Isotopologue coordination chemistry A branch of coordination chemistry in which isotopically enriched ligands (H versus D)
and metals (151Eu versus 153Eu) are used to prepare coordination complexes with tailor made electronic, optical, and
magnetic properties.
Spintronics Spin-based electronics, which uses both electronic charge and spin degree of freedoms.
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Glossary
Coulomb blockade A resistance to charge flow observed in tunnel junctions at low bias conditions at low temperatures. The
tunnel junctions typically involve a quantum dot (molecule, in the context of this chapter) placed in between two metallic
electrodes.
Coulomb diamond The regions, in the source-drain current versus gate voltage diagram, where no current flow (I ¼ 0)
happens.
Grover’s algorithm A quantum algorithm devised by Lov Grover in 1996 to perform function inversions, and which can be
applied to speed up database searches by a factor of N/ON, where N is the database size.
Isotopologue coordination chemistry A branch of coordination chemistry in which isotopically enriched ligands (H vs D)
and metals (151Eu vs 153Eu) are used to prepare coordination complexes with tailor made electronic, optical, and magnetic
properties.
Light-induced excited spin-state trapping Photo-induced LS to HS switching and stabilization of the HS state at temperatures
below 10 K. This phenomenon is typically observed in iron(II) SCO complexes and is a molecular phenomenon unlike the
cooperative nature of the bulk SCO phenomenon.
Molecular junction A junction in which electrical transport characteristics of single or ensemble of molecules are probed.
QTM (Quantum tunneling of the magnetization) The presence of transverse terms in the spin Hamiltonian does not permit
degeneracies between þSz and �Sz (or þ Jz and � Jz) states at their level-crossing points of the magnetic field. These degen-
eracies are replaced by tunnelings at these field positions, leading to accelerated magnetic relaxation manifested as steps in the
magnetic hysteresis curves. This behavior is referred to as QTM. Such transverse terms may be transverse magnetic fields,
rhombic or quartic anisotropy terms, off-diagonal ligand field terms, hyperfine terms, or nuclear quadrupolar terms.
Quantum computing A method of computing, in which qubits are used to perform computing operations. Quantum
computing relies on quantummechanical properties of materials and an exponential increase in computing power is achieved.
Qubit Acronym of quantum bit, which is an analogue of classical bit. While a classical bit can take only the values of either 0 or
1, a qubit can be in a superposition of states |0i and |1i, i.e. a linear combinations of 0 and 1.
Single molecule magnet An individual paramagnetic molecular entity that shows slow relaxation of magnetization caused by
the presence of a spin reversal barrier. The magnetization of an SMM remains stable even in the absence of an external magnetic
field. Unlike the bulk ferromagnetic materials no magnetic interaction between SMMs is needed for them to retain
magnetization.
Spin valve A device in which electrons with a particular spin polarizationdthat is, spin-up or spin-downdis preferentially
allowed. Molecular analogous of spin valves are called molecular spin valves.
Spin-crossover A phenomenon in which spin-state of transition metal ions with d4-d7 electronic configuration can be
reversibly tuned between high spin and low spin states upon application of external stimuli, such as temperature, light, electric
field, to name a few.
Spinterface Hybrid interfacial electronic/magnetic structure arising due to the strong interactions between a ferromagnetic
substrate and a molecule. The strong interaction between a magnetic molecule and non-magnetic substrate also leads to the
formation of spinterface.
Spintronics Spin-based electronics, which uses both electronic charge and spin degree of freedoms.
Tunneling A quantum mechanical phenomenon in which wave function propagates through an energy barrier instead of
climbing the barrier. Such propagation leads to magnetization reversal in SMMsdtermed as quantum tunneling of
magnetization.

7.07.1 Introduction

The fascinating properties of metal complexes intrigued generations of chemists and spurred major technological developments.
Their main features were first rationalized within Werner’s seminal conception of coordination chemistry.1,2 The vital points of
his keen views are that a set of ligands is arranged about a metal center in a definite way, allowing coordination numbers up to
12. The Wernerian postulates provide a central pillar for metal chemistry to the present day.3 Using all available metal ionsdas
there are main block, transition, lanthanide, and actinide ionsdmetal complexes can express a manifold of oxidation, magnetic,
and optical states, which lay the base, depending on their specific constitution, for a multitude of physical functionalities, and chem-
ical and biological activities.

To exploit the respective functionality of a metal complex, implementation and integration of the metal complex into a special
configuration, called here a “device,” will be of need. In a device, particles, mostly electrons, but depending on the geometry, also
photons, phonons, spins, etc., will be used to unlock the physical property and to transduce it into an exploitable information bit,
for example, within an electronic circuit (see Fig. 1). There, the metal complex can be considered as the active switching unit, which
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upon a change of external field parameters follows to adapt its internal state and releases information. This process is comparable to
spectroscopy, but takes place in a continuous and targeted way, illustrated best by the electric-field-driven controlled release of
photons by emitting molecules in the touch screen device of a cellular phone. An argument for the use of molecular complexes
in devices is that molecular objects can be produced by synthetic tools fine-tuning their properties and enabling integration by
bottom-up self-assemblyda requirement for the production of reliably working devices. Importantly, molecular properties can
be finely regulated by the concepts of coordination chemistry and molecular engineering, making possible the supply of molecular
components based on demand.

During the last decade, the quest for devices able to unlock the quantum behavior of materials has become a major task. Here,
the main advantage of the use of the metal complexes lies in that molecules are in general quantum objects that can be produced by
synthetic tools in a large number of even atomically precise copiesda strong requirement for the scalable exploitation of the subtle
quantum properties. Devices based on single, or small numbers of, molecules, could speed up information treatment or allow for
processing schemes that have not been possible to date.

The electrical devices to read out the spin degree of freedom ofmagnetic metal complexes are defined as spintronic devices.4 They rely
on the scattering of the electron spin with the molecule spin and have to show a delicate trade-off between decoupling of the molecular
quantum object for low decoherence from and connecting themetal complex to the electronic circuit to enable for the electrical read-out.
On the metal complex side, the exact engineering required of the electronic and nuclear spin states can be achieved by the principles of
isotopologue coordination chemistry,5 in which the coordination chemistry pays special attention for the isotopic character of the central
atom. This is a problem that coordination chemistry only has taken care so far with respect to radio-nuclide applications.

In the following, we will exemplarily show how two different classes of magnetic metal complexes can be integrated as active
switching units in different spintronic devices, mainly supramolecular spin valves, molecular resonators and molecular spin tran-
sistors. After having introduced commercialized and non-commercialized molecular devices in general, we first discuss the spin-
state dependent conductance switching and spin scattering characteristics of iron(II) spin crossover (SCO) complexes, arising
due to their inherent non-magnetic low-spin (LS; S ¼ 0) and the paramagnetic high-spin (HS; S ¼ 2) states. By reading out this
spin state difference, first indications of the quantum behavior of the switching process can be observed.6 In the subsequent part
we will discuss lanthanide single molecule magnets (SMMs) and addressing the quantum character of the lanthanide complexes
via various molecular device interfaces. A series of recent studies has shown the utility of magnetic metal complexes as active
quantum bits (qubits).7 Thereby, it could be elucidated that the quantum information bearing nuclear spins implemented in metal
ion complexes TbPc2 (Pc2�/�� ¼ phthalocyaninate dianion or radical anion) are extremely well insulated from environmental
perturbations, rendering the quantum information less prone to decoherence. This enables long enough spin coherence times
(T2), a key parameter that would allow TbPc2 to function as a multi-level spin-qubitdquditdin quantum devices. Consequently,
simple quantum algorithms, such as Grover’s search algorithm, could finally be implemented in a single lanthanide metal ion.8 In
this context, molecular quantum complexes offer the advantage that the active quantum processing element comprises an atomic
metal core surrounded by a shell of organic material; both parts can be modulated synthetically. At low experimental temperatures
(typically tens of mK), the behavior of such molecular spin objects can be well described by simple few-level systems. Moreover, the
molecule’s spin degree of freedom can be sufficiently decoupled from environmental perturbations to attain long coherence times,
thus making them the ideal candidates for the implementation of quantum computation schemes and beyond.

7.07.2 Scope and Organization

Among molecular devices, this review is situated in the domain of molecular spintronics, which encompasses phenomena and appli-
cations ofmolecular electronics, where the spin degree of freedom interacts with the electron charge. Thus, while molecular electronics

Fig. 1 Conceptual representation of the molecular devices. A molecular junction consisting of one or many molecules (blue) is subjected to an
electric bias and a series of other stimuli (temperature, magnetic fields, electric fields, irradiation). The measurement of the device’s conductance and
the detection of additional emitted photons/phonons plays the analytical and/or functional role of the device.
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deals with the transport properties of molecules, molecular spintronics examines the interaction between molecular transport prop-
erties and the molecules’ spin degree of freedom.

Among the multitude of materials and applications currently researched in this domain, our main focus will be onmolecular spin-
tronic devices based on SCO and SMMmolecular magnetic materials. Both entail a magnetic degree of freedom, and are researched in the
broader domain of Molecular Magnetism. However, to better present the perspectives of these devices in the broader context of molec-
ular devices, we will give a brief overview of key technologies involving various types of molecular materials, including diamagnetic
(i.e. non-magnetic) complexes, organometallic (i.e. not coordination) complexes, or purely organic materials.

Indicative of the interest in molecular devices is the 2016 Nobel Prize in Chemistry (to J.-P. Sauvage, F. Stoddart, and B. Feringa),
which was awarded for the design and synthesis of molecular machines, and their respective studies on catenanes,9 rotaxane-based
molecular shuttles,10 and the construction of a synthetic molecular motor.11 Although these are not within the scope of the current
review, they do illustrate the distance between conception and use. Almost four decades into this domain, and with it having gener-
ated beautiful chemistry and a lively research interest (see e.g. the chemically fueledmotors reported by David Leigh12,13 and a recent
special issue of Chemical Reviews14), the realm of application still seems distant. As Bernard Feringa stated: “I’m less interested in
making another motor than actually using it.”15

Another note should be made regarding molecular wires (not to be confused with nanowires), a fundamental concept and
component of molecular electronics. Literature prior to the 2000s has been criticized for a recurring misdefinition of molecules
as “molecular wires,” simply by virtue of an elongated or polymeric structure, neglecting the requirement of long-range conduc-
tivity. To address this, a 2005 definition considers a molecular wire as “a molecule or an assembly of molecules able to strongly
electronically couple the terminal sites in order to mediate energy and charge transport over long distance”;16 we also refer to
the terminological discussion in that volume.17,18 Subsequent literature has gradually been influenced by the rise of (mono)molec-
ular junctions since the first one was described in 2000 incorporating a C60 molecule.19 Accordingly, alternate definitions have been
proposed, for example, considering molecular wires as “molecules that can transfer carriers through the MMM junctions”
(MMM ¼metal-electrode/molecule/metal-electrode). Such a definition removes the stress from the shape of the molecule and
long-range conductivity and places it on the single-molecule character of the wire and junction.

To avoid such potentially conflicting definitions, we rather consider that any molecular junction, single-molecular or ensemble,
presupposes the presence of a “molecular wire,” which is thus defined by its function and not by its molecular shape (elongated or
not).20 Thus, we will not treat molecular wires as a “device” under a separate heading, but as an ubiquitous and versatile component
of molecular junctions. Instead, it will be molecular junctions, with their varying implementations, that we will consider as a mean-
ingful basic device (see below). It naturally follows that devices made from single molecules, thin films or single crystals, all fall
within the scope of this work.

We should also stress that the presence of a molecular junction is not the sole prerequisite of molecular electronic devices, as
molecules can be incorporated into electronic devices through other capacities, such as light-harvesting antennas in the case of
dye-sensitized solar cells. From this consideration, it follows that we will consider molecules at several capacities when describing
molecular electronic/spintronic devices.

Finally, regarding the application domain of molecular electronic and spintronic devices, these have been developed with two
objectives in mind: (i) study of transport properties of molecules under varying external stimuli, such as temperature, electric fields
(voltages) and magnetic fields (Fig. 1), with the longer-term objective to understand the influence of these stimuli on the molecular
properties. In that sense, the transport properties are the measured quantity of the analytical method. (ii) Construction of functional
devices, which carry out specific tasks. Both these categories, analytical and functional, fall within the scope of this work.

7.07.3 A Brief Overview of the Magnetism of d- and f-Metal Ions

The magnetic properties of coordination complexes arise from the presence of unpaired electrons in their valence orbitals. The type
of these orbitals (d or f), the coordination number and geometry, the type of ligand atoms, etc., determine fundamental aspects of
their magnetic properties. In addition, a series of other interactions define the details of their magnetic properties: (i) magnetic inter-
actions between electronic spins through the orbitals of bridging ligands (superexchange); (ii) through-space interactions between
electron spins (dipolar); (iii) interactions withmagnetic nuclei of the metals themselves (hyperfine couplings) or the ligands (super-
hyperfine couplings). While a full theoretical treatment of these phenomena is beyond the scope of this review, a few basic remarks
are useful to prepare the reader for the proper understanding of some key concepts treated in the following sections.

As mentioned above, the type of orbitals where the unpaired electrons reside, plays an important role in determining the magne-
tism of metal ions. A principal distinction can be drawn between d- and f-metal ions and regards the treatment of spin-orbit
coupling. In both cases, the ligand field lifts the degeneracy of the valence orbitals, and orders them in a way that depends on
the specific details of the LF strength and geometry. In the derived electronic configuration, apart from the quantum number S
of the spin operator S, we can also define a quantum number L for the orbital momentum operator L. For the f-series metal
ions, this is straightforward to assign as it coincides with that of the free ion, while for d-ions we need to use the T-P isomorphism
for the particular spectroscopic term (see p. 478 of Ref. 21).

While for both types of ions spin-orbit coupling (SOC) arises between the spin and orbital degrees of freedom of the electrons, as
it is a relativistic phenomenon, its strength increases with the atomic number. In most 3d-metal ions (with the notable exception of
CoII) SOC is weak enough to be considered as a perturbation. In 4d and 5d metal ions this is stronger and often needs to be explic-
itly taken into consideration. In f-ions (with the notable exception of GdIII, L ¼ 0), this is so strong that the good quantum number
becomes that of the total angular momentum, J ¼ L þ S.
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Another significant difference is that in the case of f-metal ions, valance (4f) electrons are well shielded by the 5s and 5p orbitals,
and magnetic exchange interactions become very weak. Thus the principal determinant of their magnetic properties is the LF.
However, depending on the sensitivity of the technique, other weaker interactions may arise, such as exchange, dipolar or hyperfine
interactions, and significantly affect their magnetic properties.

Since SCO and SMM complexes will be of particular interest in this review a brief explanation of both will be presented.
Typically, SCO in a transition metal ion featuring d4-d7 electronic configurationdplaced in a ligand field of appropriate

strengthdoccurs upon application of an external stimulusdfor example, temperature, light, or electric field (Fig. 2). SCO in tran-
sition metal complexes occurs in many different ways and is roughly classified as (i) gradual, (ii) abrupt, (iii) abrupt and hysteretic.
The complexes undergoing SCO in an abrupt manner coupled with the occurrence of hysteresis are termed bistable, and such
systems are desirable for the development of molecule-based memory architectures (Fig. 2). Iron(II)-based complexes are the
most studied SCO systems, because the SCO in iron(II) complexes involve pure diamagnetic (S ¼ 0; LS) and paramagnetic
(S ¼ 2; HS) states, rendering them more suitable for device applications than the SCO complexes of other transition metal ions,
featuring paramagnetic LS and HS states.

Single-Molecule Magnetism is usually described phenomenologically, as the phenomenon whereby a single magnetic molecule
(not experiencing long-range order) can retain its magnetization for an extended period of time in the absence of a magnetizing
field. This definition is problematic as there does not exist a consensus of what constitutes an “extended period,” and because certain
SMMs only display this property inside a magnetic field due to a phenomenon called Quantum Tunneling of theMagnetization. It is
therefore useful to accompany the above phenomenologial definition with amechanistic explanation of the phenomenon. Thus, an
SMM behavior is observed in magnetic molecules whose ground states are characterized by a high spin multiplicity and a high
magnetic anisotropy of the easy-axis type, which creates an energy barrier to magnetization reversal. In 3d-metal SMMs (single
ions or exchange-coupled polynuclear systems) this situation is parametrized by a large S of the ground state and a zero-field split-
ting parameterD < 0. A different class of SMMs, based on LnIII ions, benefits from the very strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC), which
imposes the description of their magnetic states with the J quantum number, and which induces a very strong magnetoanisotropy,
making them nearly Ising spins (gx, gy � 0). An illustration of the SMM phenomenon in this latter family is shown in Fig. 3.

7.07.4 Survey of Molecular Device Technologies

In a seminal paper, Aviram and Ratner envisioned a molecular rectifier, consisting of one p-donor and one p-accepting system, to
reproduce the rectifying functionality of silicon p-n junctions.22 Quite often, such concept articles do not lead to the exact appli-
cation of the original ideas due to unforeseen complications in their real-world implementation. However, they do give useful

Fig. 2 Concept of Fe(II) spin crossover (SCO). A low-spin (LS) to high-spin (HS) transition, and vice versa, is induced upon application of an
external stimulus, such as temperature (T), light (L), or electric field (E). Spin-state switching in an iron(II) system is shown (Left). A bistable SCO
profile associated with a prototypical iron(II)-CN-BPP complex (inset); BPP stands for 2,6-bis(pyrazol-1-yl)pyridine (Right). The presence of thermal
hysteresis renders the SCO systems suitable for the development of molecule-based memory architectures. Part of the image reproduced with
permission from Senthil Kumar, K.; Del Giudice, N.; Heinrich, B.; Douce, L.; Ruben, M. Dalton Trans. 2020. https://doi.org/10.1039/D0DT02214D.
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Fig. 3 The phenomenon of Single-Molecule Magnetism illustrated in the [Tb(Pc)(Pc*)] molecule (Pc2� ¼ the phtalocyaninato anion; Pc*� ¼ the reduced monoanionic radical ligand), hereafter denoted as
TbPc2. (A) The molecular structure of TbPc2 showing the J ¼ 6 spin of the TbIII ion (purple), the S ¼ 1/2 radical spin delocalized over the two phthalocyanine ligands (gray), and the nuclear spin I ¼ 3/2 of
the 159Tb nucleus. (B) The EPR spectrum of TbPc2 and of its YPc2 diamagnetic analogue demonstrating the radical nature of the ligand. (Reproduced from Ref. Komijani, D.; Ghirri, A.; Bonizzoni, C.;
Klyatskaya, S.; Moreno-Pineda, E.; Ruben, M.; Soncini, A.; Affronte, M.; Hill, S. Phys. Rev. Mater. 2018, 2(2). https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.2.024405) (C) Magnetic hysteresis of magnetically dilute
sample of TbPc2. The major steps of the hysteresis loops, denoted by dashed lines in the bottom plot, correspond to accelerated relaxation due to QTM. (D) An energy-level diagram explaining the slow
magnetic relaxation and QTM. Without QTM, magnetization reversal between the MJ ¼ Jz ¼ �6 to the þ6 state occurs over a large energy barrier. QTM occurs between states |Jz,Izi of opposite electron spin
projections Jz and the same nuclear spin projections � Iz, when their energies tend to become degenerate at specific magnetic field strengths, under the influence of the Zeeman interaction.
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insights that lead to related implementations. Thus, althoughmolecular rectifiers are currently researched (see below), they have not
reached the commercial stage. On the other hand, molecular junctions are already used in commercial applications, as are Dye-
Sensitized Solar Cells (DSSCs or Grätzel cells) and Organic Light-Emitting Diodes (OLEDs).

To better place molecular electronic/spintronic devices in the current context, we will give a very brief overview of molecular
device types that have the potential to influence future technologies andmarkets. This survey will be carried out in order of maturity,
starting from already commercial technologies, going on to technologies still under research and development.

7.07.4.1 Commercial Devices

7.07.4.1.1 Organic LEDs (OLEDS)
A recent revolution in flat panel displays has been the introduction of organic LED (or OLED) technology, with Pioneer introducing
the first car stereo with OLED elements in 1997,23 and with the first commercially launched OLED TV, the Sony XEL-1, entering the
market in 2008. Although the “O” in the OLED acronym stands for “organic,” coordination complexes played a major role in the
evolution of this technology, and still do.

At the heart of OLED displays lies a thin film of an electroluminescent material which emits light when traversed by an electric
current. Electroluminescence was discovered in 1963 in anthracene single crystals24 and the search for similar materials intensified
over the years. Interestingly, an emitting material that proved extremely useful in the field was tris(8-hydroxyquinolinato)
aluminum (Alq3), widely known to freshmen chemists from gravimetric analysis of aluminum. Eastman Kodak researchers used
sublimed Alq3 as the emissive layer of a bilayer structure, thus reporting the construction of an organic light-emitting diode in
1987.25,26 The molecular complex Alq3 remained an important material during the advance of the field.

It was subsequently observed that doping Alq3 with a Pt-porphyrin dye induced highly efficient electrophosphorescence.27 This
pointed researchers to the fact that the large SOC of heavy metals played a crucial role in this behavior. In the absence of SOC, the
dye absorbs the excitons only from the pure singlet states of the conducting host material (fluorescence), which account only for
0.25 of the total, limiting the internal quantum efficiency, hint, to 25%. SOC induces singlet-triplet mixing allowing the harvesting
also of the “triplet” excitons (phosphorescence), allowing hint to approach 100%. Soon after, a diode incorporating the green elec-
trophosphorescent material [IrIII(ppy)3] (ppy ¼ 2-phenylpyridine) was shown to confirm this hypothesis, demonstrating a short
phosphorescent decay (�500 ns), attributed to SOC.28 This landmark discovery reoriented research in OLED materials. As
a measure of the level of penetration of coordination and organometallic materials in OLED technology, out of 61 light-
emitting materials commercialized by Sigma-Aldrich (as of July 2020),29 17 are based on IrIII, 3 on RuII, 3 on EuIII, 2 on ZnII, 1
on PtII, 1 on LiI, and 2 are the Alq3 complex. Thus, almost half the proposed materials are coordination-based, and more than
half among those are IrIII-based.

7.07.4.1.2 Dye-sensitized solar cells
In contrast to OLED operation, molecular materials have also been used in photovoltaic devices, i.e. using light to generate electric
current. The photovoltaic effect is the generation of electron-hole pairs by photons falling on a semiconductor surface. When two
different semiconductors are in contact, forming a junction, this effect can create an electric potential across their interface. Ever since
Henri Becquerel discovered this phenomenon,30 the prospect of unlimited electrical energy generated by sunlight has motivated
scientists in that research. However, sunlight is not fully exploited by semiconductors, as their band gaps may often fall to the
high-frequency edge of the solar spectrum. This is the case with TiO2, a particularly popular semiconductor due to its photostability,
non-toxicity and abundance.

Photovoltaics have been based on the same principles and materials as photography, as pointed out by Grätzel,31 thus benefit-
ting from the same theoretical understandings. Thus, when it was understood that photographic films could be sensitized to longer
wavelengths by organic dyes, photoelectrochemical cells followed suit shortly thereafter by Moser in 1887, using erythrosine on
silver halide electrodes.32 As semiconductors with lower band-gaps, coinciding with visible light, exhibit increased photocorrosion,
photosensitization became a particularly crucial aspect for the viability of photovoltaics. The dyes absorb the light quantum, are
excited and then inject an electron into the semiconducting anode. An electron from the cathode then reduces the oxidized dye,
usually through a mediator redox couple. Over the next decades, and particularly in the aftermath of the 1973 oil crisis, research
in organic photosensitizers was pursued, making this aspect of molecular devices the oldest to be pursued.

In a slight twist to the prevailing strategy, in 1972 Tributsch extended his research to another, actually dual, direction, by using
a chlorophyll solution as a dye33: on the one hand he was considering “bionic” (biomimetic, in today’s terms) energy generation to
achieve artificial photosynthesis; on the other hand, he used a coordination dye since, as was discovered later, the photosynthetic
system contains several coordination components.

Soon thereafter, the purely coordination-chemistry direction was pursued with the use of [Ru(bpy)3]
2þ as photosensitizing dye

for SnO2
34 and TiO2

35 single-crystal anodes. This line of research proved particularly successful after the improvement introduced
from the understanding of the role of covalent linking of the dye to the anode. Carboxylate side groups in [Ru(bpy)2(bcpa)]
(bpcaH ¼ 2,20-bipyridine-4,40-dicarboxylic acid) were used to graft this molecule to MoS2

36 and TiO2
37 single-crystalline anodes.

These improvements paved the way for the breakthrough by Grätzel, who succeeded in optimizing key characteristics for such cells
using anodes of high surface roughness constructed from a film of sintered TiO2 nanoparticles, and sensitized by {Ru(bcpa)2(m-
CN)2[Ru(bpy)2]2}

2�,38 and subsequently by cis-[RuX2bpca2] (X
� ¼ Cl�, Br�, I�, CN�, NCS�).39 Among the studied complexes,

the X� ¼ NCS� analogue, also known as R3 or Ru535, achieved unprecedented efficiency of �10%. This astounding increase in
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efficiency, made Ru-polypyridyl sensitizers the most heavily studied ones. However, it also marked an approximate ceiling value for
efficiency, which has only been incrementally surpassed since.40

Research continued to other coordination complex sensitizers, notably [ZnTCPP] (TCPP2� ¼ tetracarboxyphenyl porphyri-
nate),41 which exploits the strong absorptions of the Soret and Q-bands of the porphyrin chromophore. These developments paved
the way for the study of a large family of porphyrin-based sensitizers,42 which have already afforded improvements over Ru
DSSCs.43 These research findings are part of an effort to replace costly 4d and 5d metals with earth-abundant ones. More recently,
an iron TiO2 sensitizer was described, based on a FeII complex of a carboxy-substituted bisimidazole-pyridine chelating ligand. This
sensitizer led to a 92% photon to electron conversion,44 and the use of iron in this domain has gained new traction.45–48

DSSCs have already broken into the market and are available from companies such as Exeger,49 Solaronix50 and H.glass,51 whereas
the maturity of this technology is such that Do-it-yourself DSSC kits, for example, from Sol Ideas,52 are commercially available.

Picking up on the trail of DSSCs, Perovskite Solar Cells (PSCs) have a very short history, but an explosive evolution. Lead halides
such as CsPbX3 have long been known to be perovskite-structure semiconductors. Since Miyasaka and coworkers reported the first
PSC with CH3NH3PbI3 in 2009,53 the reported efficiencies of 10% in 201254 and of 21% in 2016,55 illustrate the explosive progress
in this research direction.

Although PSCs have already reached a pre-market stage,56 very serious challenges remain: their dependence on Pbda highly
toxic metaldposes a major pollution risk. Their long-term stability under the influence of humidity, oxygen, temperature, and
sunlight UV radiation is another ill-studied question.57 Specialized standards for the measurement of PSC stability hadn’t been
defined until January 2020,58 and conclusions from coherent application of those standards won’t be available for several years.

7.07.4.1.3 Molecular junctions for sound amplification
In closing this section, we present an application which is most notable for being, to our knowledge, the first commercially available
practical use of molecular junctions (MJs).

A common remark of music industry professionals on the performance of silicon-transistor amplifiers regards the timbre of the
resulting sound, which is described as “cold.” This evocative and subjective description is directly rooted to the shapes of the amplified
signals, which determine the resulting sound. Interestingly, vacuum-tubes are still considered the highest quality technology for sound
amplification, offering natural saturation and rich harmonics due to the particular signal clipping they achieve. As such, they are still
preferred by the high-end part of music industry, despite their inconvenience and high cost compared to solid-state electronics.

To overcome this problem, amolecular-junction based amplifier was constructed using carbon-molecule-carbon layers, in which
the molecular entities were organic azobenzene oligomers of 1–10 nm in length,59 electrochemically grown from azobenzene dia-
zonium salts.60 Today this technology is marketed by Nanolog Audio.61

7.07.4.2 Non-commercialized Devices

7.07.4.2.1 Molecular rectifiers
As previously mentioned, molecular rectifiers were the archetypical device proposed for molecular electronics by Aviram and Rat-
ner.22 However, one of the main problems of such devices was the low rectification ratio of AC currents. While 105 rectification
ratios have been reported for DC currents by rectifiers constructed from SAMs of Fc–C^C–Fc termini tethered to long alkyl chains,62

AC rectification ratios stood at a mere 18% for 50 Hz AC currents in 2011 for similar junctions.63 Only recently has it been possible
to construct molecular rectifiers that work in the MHz regime, consisting of composite CuPc/F16CoPc films.64

7.07.4.2.2 Molecular spin valves
Before describing molecular spin valves, a few words on the underlying phenomenon, giant magnetoresistance (GMR), are in order.
This was discovered in 1988 independently by Fert65 and Grünberg,66 and led to the 2007 Nobel Prize on Physics. It is observed in
layered interfaces consisting of ferromagnetic electrodes separated by a non-magnetic conductor. When the magnetizations of the
electrodes are parallel, the entire device exhibits a lower resistance, up to 50%, than when the two magnetizations are antiparallel.
This can be explained by considering that the electron current consists of two “fluids”with opposite spin polarizations, each flowing
through two separate channels. Each current is scattered more weakly when crossing the interface of an electrode with parallel
magnetization, experiencing a smaller resistance. It can be easily shown with electric circuit analogues that the resistance of the
entire device when both channels are considered, is smaller when the source and drain magnetizations are parallel.

A spin valve is a device taking advantage of this phenomenon to change resistance as a function of an applied magnetic field. In
order for the spin valve to discern the absolute orientation of the applied field, the magnetization of one of the magnetic layers is
pinned by an antiferromagnetic layer, thus becoming a “hard”magnetic layer. In a spin valve, the spin fluid coming from the source
is spin-polarized, i.e. the “parallel” electrons are more than the “antiparallel” ones.

In 2002 the first molecular spin valve was reported in which the organic semiconductor a-sexithienyl was placed between two
manganite ferromagnetic electrodes.67 In 2004 the first molecular spin valve based on a coordination material was reported, with
Alq3 used as semiconducting spacer between a manganite and a Co ferromagnetic electrodes, recording a GMR effect of up to
40%.68 The facile sublimation of this type of complexes was the basis for the report of the first molecular spin valves based on
magnetic coordination complexes, namely Ln3q9.

69
“Organic” spin valves subsequently drew the interest of theoretical investiga-

tions, which proposed the implementation of molecular spin valves by connecting ferromagnetic leads through organic mole-
cules70,71 and have since produced lively research.72
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These findings have also given rise to the concept of “spinterface,”73 which describes the process of spin injection from a ferro-
magnetic to an organic material.

7.07.5 Molecular Junction Architectures

Molecular junctions are found in an important part of molecular electronic/spintronic devices, they therefore deserve a separate
section for their description, and herein we present the main technologies used to incorporate molecules in electronic and spin-
tronic devices. As previously mentioned, a molecular junction, i.e. an electrode/molecule/electrode series, can consist of a single
or many molecules (ensembles).74–79 Several techniques have been developed to implement this fundamental concept in the cases
of single-molecule or ensemble junctions.

A very extensive 2016 review by Guo and coworkers20 gives a detailed outline of the domain of molecular electronics, whereas
a 2020 review by Ruitenbeek and coworkers80 focuses especially on the aspect of addressing single-molecule transport phenomena.
As far as magnetic coordination complexes are concerned, which are the main focus of this review, an overarching issue concerns the
behavior of molecules on surfaces. In particular, key questions are whether surface-deposited molecules retain their structural integ-
rity and, if they do, whether they reflect the electronic and magnetic properties of the bulk material. These are not straightforward
problems and have been the subject of numerous studies. This is beyond the scope of this work, but several specialized reviews81–85

have touched upon aspects of surface deposition of magnetic complexes on surfaces.

7.07.5.1 Thin-Film (Ensemble) Junctions

As indicated in the discussion above, thin-film (or ensemble) molecular junctions have been around since before the field of molecular
electronics was described in these terms. The first experimental demonstration was reported in 1971 by Mann and Kuhn,86 who used
double layers of fatty acid cadmium salts to study the tunneling conductance of thin insulating layers. Moreover, early implementations
ofOLEDswere fabricatedwith thin films of organic and coordinationmaterials developed through chemical vapor deposition (see above).

In these early implementations, the top electrode was deposited through vapor deposition of the electrode materials,25 a tech-
nique still used in more recent applications.59 However, this method of creating the top electrode may damage the thin film. Thus
alternative techniques have been developed, such as liquid flotation of the top electrode metallic leaf, use of a liquid metal drop
electrode (i.e. hanging Hg electrode) and capillary electrodes made of eutectic alloys.20 In another approach, the electrodes are pre-
formed through high-throughput on-wire lithography, and their gap is filled by the organic material through polymerization,87,88

a method suitable for the mass-production of molecular junctions.

7.07.5.2 Single-Molecule Junctions

The technologies covered below are currently used to implement single-molecule junctions, though it must be understood that this
occurs at the ultimate stage of perfecting their use; these devices can also implement many-molecule (ensemble) junctions, although
this is a generally undesired outcome.

7.07.5.2.1 Scanning tunneling microscope (STM) junctions
The invention of the STM afforded the ability to conduct transport measurements over single molecules. Thus, it may be considered
that the earliest single-molecule junctions were implemented during STM experiments, such as single-molecule resolution of C60

carried out in 1993,89 followed by early attempts to measure the conductance of linear molecules.90 Such early experiments
were plagued by the tendency of the, generally large, STM tip to come to contact with more than one molecules and register their
net contribution. These experiments were subsequently refined by the use of a statistical treatment of thousands of individual
measurements to convincingly isolate the single-molecule conductance.91,92

STM topography on Mn12 films was attempted in 200393 and reports of single-molecule STM observation of Mn12 SMMs
appeared shortly thereafter,94,95 along with similar reports on [2 � 2] CoII4 grid complexes,96 a FeIII4 SMM,97 a MnII9 grid
complex,98 a nickelocene molecule,99 etc. The role of the interest in the SMM phenomenon is illustrated by the STM study of single
molecules of TbPc2 in 2008.100

A very important advance in the technique in 1990,101 was the use of ferromagnetic STM tips, that is, spin-polarized STM tips.
Due to the tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) effect, the conductance depends on the spin polarization of the conduction elec-
trons, which renders the technique sensitive to surface magnetization. Spin-polarized STM (SP-STM) is closely related to the
spin valve effect produced by GMR (see 6.2.1 for a brief description), and has become a powerful technique in imaging magnetic
structures and molecules on surfaces.

Another breakthrough in this domain was the use of SP-STM in the study of magnetic complexes. The first such study was carried
out in 2008 on CoPc molecules deposited on Co nanoislands102 which, quite notably, took place before the first such study on
C60.

103 The phthalocyanine “platform” proved so adapted to such experiments that experiments with CoPc were reproduced on
a Fe ferromagnetic surface,104 as well as experiments with FeIIPc molecules on a Bi2Te3 layer,105 and with the TbPc2 complex,
both on single-molecules106 and thin films.107 In a similar vein, molecules of the SCO complex [Fe(phen)2(NCS)2] deposited
on Co/Cu(111) were also studied by SP-STM.108
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SP-STM has been used to demonstrate a high magnetoresistance favored by single-molecule junctions, that may also have impli-
cations in the context of SCO complexes. A single-molecule junction was constructed from aHS trans-[FeII(tzpy)2(NCS)2] (tzpy ¼ 2-
pyridyl[1,2,3]triazolo[1,5-a]pyridine) molecule anchored between a ferromagnetic Ni tip and an Au surface through the S-atoms of
the NCS� ligands. The conductance of the device was dependent on the Ni-tip polarization, and the change between up and down
polarizations was 10,000%. It was also found that the spin-polarized current generated at the Au-complex interface was enhanced
by the magnetic molecule. Indeed, by replacing with the LS homologous complex trans-[FeIILA(NCS)2] (L

A ¼ N,N0-bis(1-pyridin-2-
ylethylidene)-2,2-dimethylpropane-1,3-diamine), no such amplification occurred. This is an intriguing finding in the context of
introducing SCO complexes in molecular spin-valve devices.109

SP-STM studies on TbPc2
106 have been particularly informative in elucidating the magnetic nature of the molecules when

adsorbed on surfaces, in particular whether the radical spin in the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the Pc ligand
system is retained upon surface deposition, or whether this is quenched. By depositing TbPc2 molecules on ferromagnetic Co
islands on Ir (which act as hard magnets), and by studying themwith a Fe-coatedW tip (which acts as a soft magnet), it was possible

Fig. 4 The principle of an STM junction. Top left: Formed by a metallic tip connected to a conducting metallic surface through a single molecule.
For a truly single-molecule junction to be acquired, repeated up-down movements of the tip may be required for a unique molecule to be in the
junction. (Reproduced from Tsutsui, M.; Taniguchi, M. Sensors 2012, 12(6), 7259–7298. https://doi.org/10.3390/s120607259) Top right: Use of the
technique to create single-molecule junctions with a magnetic molecule: STM images of the TbPc2 SMM showing a characteristic eight-lobe pattern
belonging to the ligand’s frontier orbitals. (Reproduced from Vitali, L.; Fabris, S.; Conte, A. M.; Brink, S.; Ruben, M.; Baroni, S.; Kern, K. Nano Lett.
2008, 8(10), 3364–3368. https://doi.org/10.1021/nl801869b) Bottom: SP-STM of the TbPc2 SMM allowing to distinguish the spin polarization of the
LUMO orbitals. (Adapted from Schwöbel, J.; Fu, Y.; Brede, J.; Dilullo, A.; Hoffmann, G.; Klyatskaya, S.; Ruben, M.; Wiesendanger, R. Nat. Commun.
2012, 3(1). https://doi.org/10.1038/ncomms1953.)
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to carry out conductance studies for parallel and antiparallel tip-substrate magnetizations, by varying the tip magnetization by an
external magnetic field. Differential conductance SP-STM studies confirmed that the lowest unoccupied molecular (LUMO) orbitals
have a zero net spin polarization, i.e. the spin of the upper Pc ligand is quenched upon adsorption. Nevertheless, these measure-
ments revealed a spin splitting of that orbital, i.e. an energy difference between its two spin polarizations (Fig. 4).

A potential avenue for further studies on molecular systems is the single-atom EPR developed as an evolution of SP-STM,
whereby a radiofrequency electric field excites spin transitions through its magnetoelectric coupling. This was demonstrated on
FeII adatoms in 2015110 and since applied to several other similar systems,111–113 though no such studies on molecular systems
have been reported to date.

In closing, based on the above definition of a single-molecule junction, STM-junctions are clearly the earliest ones implemented.
Nevertheless, although they have revealed a wealth of information on transport and other phenomena of single molecules, i.e. in
their analytical capacity, certain hurdles remain for their use for the construction of functioning electronic/spintronic devices. One
such limitation of the technique is the gating of a single molecular junction. This latter limitation started to be removed very early
on, with the description of a four-tip STM in 2001.114 This subdomain has since evolved115 and has the potential to host additional
STM tips for the construction of specific molecular electronic/spintronic devices which require more than one elements. Still, the
perspectives and limitations of such developments remain to be explored.

7.07.5.2.2 Mechanically controlled break junctions (MCBJs)
In MCBJs,116,117 a constricted metal bridge (either a notched wire or a lithographically fabricated bridge), whose two sides will
subsequently provide the source and drain, is fixed onto a flexible substrate. Under the action of a push rod acting below the
substrate, and that of two counter supports on the opposite side, a deformation is created which ultimately breaks the bridge at
its weak point, i.e. the constriction. Subsequently, the length of the formed gap can be precisely controlled by the push-rod’s action.

MCBJs were first used for molecular transport studies in 1997, although these early studies actually studied SAMs of benzene-1,4-
dithiol79 and 4-thioacetylbiphenyl118 and not single molecules. In a process similar to the refinement of STM junctions (see above)
the transport properties of single organic119 or H2

120 molecules were reported in 2002.
Such devices based on coordination complexes are usually constructed with molecules properly functionalized with S-groups

which assure tethering to the Au surface. The first such study was carried out in 2002 on a PtII organometallic complex,121 followed
by a ferrocene complex.122 Interestingly, MCBJ devices allowed the direct manipulation of the ligand field parameters of metal
complexes by modifying the junction distance. It was remarked that [M(terpy)]2 coordination spheres are the molecular analogue
of a Cardan joint, with the entire electron transport pathway passing through themetal center. Thus, bymodifying the interelectrode
distance, it was possible to tune the molecular conductance of a molecule of [RuII(L)2](PF6)2 (L ¼ thioacetic acid S-(4-[2,20;60,200]
terpyridin-40-ylethynyl-phenyl ester)) placed in a MCBJ.123 Subsequently, this principle was tested in a junction made of [CoII(tpy-
SH)2] (tpy-SH ¼ 40-mercapto-2,20:60,200-terpyridine), also a demonstration of a molecular Cardan joint. Interestingly, however, this
molecule proved to exhibit a Kondo peak splitting consistent with an S ¼ 1 system, and not a Kramers systems predicted for a CoII

(d7) ion. This result was rationalized by considering a 1e� reduction, with an electron captured by the molecule from the Au elec-
trode, thus yielding a CoI metal center. The MCBJ was then used to control the magnetic anisotropy of the complex through
mechanical stretching (Fig. 5).124 Similar studies were used to detect spin-state transitions as a function of the electrical bias in
an exchange-coupled dimer).125

While MCBJs are a powerful and simple analytical technique for single-molecule addressing, they lack the surface-topography
features of STMs. The technique exhibits severe limitations from an applications perspective as it is not clear whether such devices
can be scaled to create multi-junction architectures. Moreover, they lack the ability of a voltage gate that can tune the electrodes’
Fermi levels with respect to the energy states of the molecule, constitutes a severe functional handicap (see below).

7.07.5.2.3 Electromigrated junctions
The latest addition to the molecular electronic/spintronic technologies are electromigrated junctions (Fig. 6). Electromigration is
the transport of the conductor’s material under the influence of high-density DC currents due to momentum exchange with the
moving electrons. It was first described by Gérardin in 1861126 but became of practical importance only during the development
of microelectronics. It was a suspected source of failures of early integrated circuits, manifested as cracks of the metallic conductors,
and correctly identified as such through the works of Jim Black.127,128

However, from being a problem, electromigration has been adapted as a solution for the fabrication of junctions with nm-sized
gaps. In the first such demonstration in 1999,129 McEuen and coworkers were able to reproducibly break an Au nanowire by ramp-
ing the electric bias. As in the creation of MCBJs, electromigrated junctions also require the fabrication of a “weak point,”which also
is a constriction of the wire/bridge. However, in this case the increased current density creates the “stress,” as it leads to resistive
heating that melts the constriction. Electromigrated junctions have been particularly useful in the fabrication of single-molecule
spintronic devices, such as spin transistors.

Electromigrated junctions offer an additional advantage which goes far beyond the method of producing a clean and precise
break in the conductor. Since the breaking takes place without mechanical movement, like in MCBJS, the conducting strip/wire
may be lithographically placed on any desirable substrate. Fabrication of this strip on top an insulating layer, followed by a third
electrode right below, gives the possibility to fabricate an electrical gate below the junction, the additional component required for
the construction of a transistor. Given the particular importance of this particular junction architecture in the construction of molec-
ular transistors, the relevant literature will be reviewed under its own heading (see Section 7.07.6.2.3).
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7.07.6 Spintronic Devices Based on Magnetic Coordination Complexes

7.07.6.1 SCO Spintronic Devices

7.07.6.1.1 Electron transport characteristics of SCO junctions
The occurrence of spin-state change in SCO complexes is coupled with physical property variationsdsuch as, thermochromism and
volume expansionddue to the modulation of electronic population in the orbitals concerned. For example, the SCO in a d6 iron(II)
complex involves t2g

6, eg
0 LS and t2g

4eg
2 HS configurations. Such a variation in electronic population, coupled with the SCO, alters the

frontier molecular energetics, which in turn tune the alignment of frontier molecular orbitals with respect to the Fermi level of elec-
trodes on which the complexes are deposited. The modulated coupling between the electrodes and frontier molecular orbitals
commensurate with the spin-state of a complex causes spin-state dependence of conductivity in SCO junctions. Such variation
of transport characteristics with respect to the spin-state of SCO complexes renders the complexes suitable to harness molecular
electronics and spintronics devices based on SCO complexes. Importantly, the transport in HS-SCO complex junctions is spin-
polarized with major contributions arising from b-spin electrons residing in the t2g orbital. Thus, SCO complexes could be used
as ON-OFF switchable spin filters in spintronic circuitry.

Apart from transport junctions, the utility of SCO complexes as solvent sensors, actuating elements in MEMS devices, temper-
ature and pressure sensors have also been demonstrated.130–132 Furthermore, spin-state switching properties of the complexes have
also been studied on 2D materials such as graphene130,133–135 and hybrid graphene-SCO device architectures have been fabricated,
as discussed in Section 7.07.6.1.2. Overall, the device-suitable nature of SCO complexes is well elucidated by a range of experi-
mental and theoretical investigations. In the following sections, we provide an overview on the transport properties of single mole-
cule, nanoparticle (NP), thin film, and hybrid device architectures incorporating SCO complexes.

7.07.6.1.2 Single molecule SCO junctions
Electrical transport characteristics of single SCOmolecules can be studied by trapping them in (i) STM junctions, (ii) MCBJs or elec-
tromigration junctions, and (iii) graphene-molecule-graphene (GMG) junctions. Important conceptual insights describing spin-
state switching at a single molecule level and the associated transport characteristics modulations have been obtained from the
studies, as depicted in Fig. 7.

Fig. 5 Top: The principle of a mechanically-controlled break-junction (MCBJ). The mechanical bending of the substrate breaks the junction, and the
gap is controlled to pm precision by the movement of the pushing rod. (Reproduced from Tsutsui, M.; Taniguchi, M. Sensors 2012, 12(6),
7259–7298. https://doi.org/10.3390/s120607259) Bottom: A CoII complex of an S-functionalized terpy ligand placed in an MCBJ gap.124 Movements
of the electrodes modulate the ligand-field parameters by direct mechanical deformation of the ligand sphere.
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Theoretical studies of single SCO molecule junctions had predicted the more conductive nature of the HS-state relative to its LS
counterpart and spin-polarized nature of the electron transmission.136–139 Moreover, the utility of electric fields as a stimulus in
inducing spin-state switching at a molecular level and a large resistance variation coupled with spin-state switching have also
been theoretically proposed.140,141 Such theoretical attributes of conductance states of HS and LS SCO complexes have been exper-
imentally verified in single molecule junctions. In a seminal study, bias polarity dependence of spin-state switching of a prototypical
SCO complexd[Fe(phen)2(NCS)2] (phen ¼ 1,10-phenanthroline)din an STM junction was demonstrated (Fig. 7A). Application
of negative bias polarity (V > �0.8 V) induced the LS to HS switching, whereas the HS to LS switching proceeded upon application
of positive bias polarity (V > þ1.2 V). Remarkably, the experiments revealed the more conductive nature of the HS-state of
[Fe(phen)2(NCS)2] relative to its LS counterpart. The bias polarity-dependent spin-state switching is associated with a hysteretic
current switching behavior, rendering [Fe(phen)2(NCS)2] as a single molecule memristor. The elucidation of voltage-induced
combined spin and conductance tunability at molecular level augurs well for the development of molecule-based memory
elements.142

The bias polarity dependence of spin-state switching in [Fe(phen)(bpz)2] (bpz
� ¼ dihydrobis(1-pyrazolyl)borate), was also

demonstrated at a molecular scale in an STM junction. Application of positive voltages exceeding þ2.5 V (I ¼ 50 pA) by placing
the STM tip in an arbitrary position induced the LS to HS switching of molecules located at nm distances away from the tip position.
The reverse HS to LS was induced by applying a voltage pulse ofþ1.8 V (I ¼ 500 pA) by placing the tip directly above a HS complex.

Fig. 6 Top: The principle of an electromigrated junction. Repeated rampings of the applied voltage gradually increase the resistivity due to
electromigration and narrowing of the constriction. A final current under constant voltage causes the constriction to self-break due to Ohmic heating.
(Reproduced from Tsutsui, M.; Taniguchi, M. Sensors 2012, 12(6), 7259–7298. https://doi.org/10.3390/s120607259) Bottom: Use of the method to
construct a spin transistor with an Fe4 SMM molecule. The molecule is shown on the left, a SEM image of the transistor in the middle and an artistic
view the transistor on the right. (Reproduced from Burzurí, E.; Yamamoto, Y.; Warnock, M.; Zhong, X.; Park, K.; Cornia, A.; van der Zant, H. S. J.
Nano Lett. 2014, 14(6), 3191–3196. https://doi.org/10.1021/nl500524w)
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A sudden decrease of current accompanied the HS to LS switching, which indicates the more conductive nature of the HS-state of
[Fe(phen)(bpz)2] than its LS counterpart.143

Electric field-induced spin-state switching and the associated spin-state dependent conductance switching in single-SCO mole-
cule junctions have been demonstrated for an [Fe(bpp)2]

2þ (bpp ¼ bis-pyrazolyl pyridine) complex trapped in a field effect tran-
sistor (FET) device architecture. Application of electric fields via the gate led to the charging of the ligands, which in turn induced the
formation of the HS-state. A triplet ground state was proposed for the complexdextra electrons (2 � S ¼ ½) residing in the ligands
are antiferromagnetically coupled with the S ¼ 2 HS iron(II) center. Such assignment was verified by the experimental observation
of split Kondo resonance peak (see Fig. 7B). An explicit difference between the conductance of the LS and HS states of [Fe(bpp)2]

2þ

complex was not presented in the study.144

While all the three examples illustrate the possibility of voltage-induced spin-state switching at single molecule scale, there are
remarkable differences. The spin-state switching of [Fe(phen)2(NCS)2] is polarity dependent: the LS to HS switching is induced by
applying a negative voltage, whereas the HS to LS switching requires the application of positive voltage. Moreover, the switching is
induced by placing the STM tip directly above the [Fe(phen)2(NCS)2] molecule. On the other hand, spin-state switching of
[Fe(phen)(bpz)2] was induced in both directions (i.e. LS to HS and HS to LS) upon application of positive voltage pulses. Moreover,
unlike the situation in the case of [Fe(phen)2(NCS)2], the LS to HS switching of [Fe(phen)(bpz)2] was realized by applying a positive
voltage pulse at a remote position. The transportation of hot electrons by surface resonances as far as 13 nm from the tip position
caused the LS to HS switching, indicating the electron-induced nature of the switching process. The possibility of electric field-
induced switching is ruled-out based on the orientation of the dipole moment of [Fe(phen)(bpz)2], which is oriented 45 degrees
relative to the surface normal. Such an orientation facilitates the field-induced switching at positive and negative polarities, which is
not observed experimentally, as described above. To describe the electron-induced switching in [Fe(phen)(bpz)2], a new term

Fig. 7 Spin-state switching in single molecule SCO junctions. (A) Bias-induced spin-state switching observed for [Fe(phen)2(NCS)2] at the single
molecule level in an STM junction. In a typical experiment involving single [Fe(phen)2(NCS)2] molecules, the HS to LS, and vice versa, switching is
induced by varying the bias polarity of the CuN/Cu(100) substrate on which the molecule is anchored. At V > �0.8 V, LS to HS switching is
observed; the reverse HS to LS switching is observed at V > þ1.2 V. The hysteretic nature of the switching process endows the [Fe(phen)2(NCS)2]
with single molecule memristor characteristics. An STM tip placed above a single molecule, identified the spin-state of the molecule, as shown in the
figures next to the I–V plot. (Reproduced with permission from Miyamachi, T.; Gruber, M.; Davesne, V.; Bowen, M.; Boukari, S.; Joly, L.; Scheurer,
F.; Rogez, G.; Yamada, T. K.; Ohresser, P.; Beaurepaire, E.; Wulfhekel, W. Nat. Commun. 2012, 3(1). https://doi.org/10.1038/ncomms1940) (B) Gate
voltage (Vg) mediateddvia charging of liganddSCO in an electromigrated junction comprising a single [Fe(bpp)2]2þ complex. At Vg > 2.5 V (red
arrow), the overall spin of the system changes from S ¼ 0 to S ¼ 1. This was reflected as splitting of the zero bias conductance peak, shown as red
traces in the dI/dV versus V plot. The black and red traces are measured at Vg < 2.5 V and Vg > 2.5 V, respectively. (Reproduced with permission
from Meded, V.; Bagrets, A.; Fink, K.; Chandrasekar, R.; Ruben, M.; Evers, F.; Bernand-Mantel, A.; Seldenthuis, J. S.; Beukman, A.; van der Zant, H.
S. J. Phys. Rev. B 2011, 83(24). https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevB.83.245415.)
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electron-induced spin-state trapping (ELIESST) was coined, which is analogous to the light-induced excited spin-state trapping
(LIESST). In ELIESST mediated switching of [Fe(phen)(bpz)2], the initially injected electron occupies an unoccupied orbital of
the LS complex generating an intermediate-state (IS�), from which the complex can statistically relax to either HS or LS state,
and the excess electron tunnels to the substrate. Since the experiments were performed at 5 K, which is well below the T1/2 value
of the bulk samples, some of the metastable HS complexes, formed via the relaxation of the IS�, remain trapped on the surface
for hours. The reverse HS to LS switching of metastable HS complexes were selectively induced via a charged intermediate similar
to the IS� described above. The ELIESST mediated spin-state switching process is analogous to the electron-induced excitation of LS
[Fe(bpp)2]

2þ complex to a HS-state.
A similar mechanistic pathway is proposed to explain the switching in [Fe(phen)2(NCS)2]. The HS to LS switching occurred after

a time delay upon application ofþ1.5 V voltage pulse, indicating the presence of an intermediate state during the spin-state switch-
ing. The average switching rate (R) upon application of voltage pulse is related to current (I) as R ¼ IN. The observation ofNz 8 for
the LS to HS switching process indicates role of vibrational heating mediated excitation of LS state due to inelastic scattering of
tunneling electrons. A linear relation between switching rate and current, that is, N ¼ 1, was observed for the HS to LS switching;
a single electron process involving the charging of a state present around þ1.1 eV caused the HS to LS switching process. An
electron-induced excitation of HS [Fe(phen)2(NCS)2] into an intermediate excited state and subsequent relaxation of the excited
state to the LS state was proposed as a mechanistic pathway involved in the HS to LS switching.

Overall, all three studies discussed above converge on an electron-induced spin-state switching process. Mechanistically,
charging of bpp ligands facilitates the LS to HS switching in [Fe(bpp)2]

2þ and such an attribute was well proved via experimental
and computational studies.144,145 Moreover, the LS to HS switching is reported to be bias polarity independent due to the
symmetric nature of [Fe(bpp)2]

2þ complex featuring two identical bpp ligands coordinated with the iron(II) SCO center. The equal
coupling strength of the ligands with the left and right electrodes rendered the spin-state switching bias polarity independent. The
magnetic interactionsdantiferromagneticdbetween the additional electrons centered in the ligand and the metal centered HS elec-
trons were well established for [Fe(bpp)2]

2þ. A point noteworthy here is only the LS to HS switching is observed for [Fe(bpp)2]
2þ

complex trapped in an FET junction.
In the cases of [Fe(phen)2(NCS)2] and [Fe(phen)(bpz)2] both the LS to HS and HS to LS switching were experimentally

demonstrated but the nature of magnetic interaction between the metal centered HS electrons and extra electron(s) residing in
the ligand-based orbitals were not elucidated. Moreover, the spin-state switching is bias polarity dependent in both the cases
due to the inherently asymmetric nature of the complexesdthe unequal coupling of the ligand with the left and right electrodes
rendered the spin-state switching bias polarity dependent. Mechanistically, the spin-state switching process in junctions composed
of [Fe(phen)2(NCS)2] or [Fe(phen)(bpz)2] is caused by inelastic cotunneling of electrons mediated creation of metal to ligand
charge transfer (MLCT) and metal centered (MC) electronic excitons. Decay of the MLCT exciton via an intermediate state facilitates
the LS to HS switching. On the other hand, the HS to LS transition involves the decay of the excited MC state via an intermediate
state, as established in a recent computational study.146

While the above studies detail controlled spin-state switching at single molecule junctions, randomdtelegraph-likedspin-state
switching and the associated conductance modulations have also been reported for iron(II) complexes trapped in between gra-
phene/metallic electrodes and in STM junctions. Transport characteristics of a pyrene tethered iron(II) SCO complex was probed
at a single molecule level by placing it between graphene electrodes (Fig. 8D). A reproducible and random switching between
two different conductance states caused by SCO was demonstrated. Unlike the bulk sample, the SCO is induced at any temperature,
even at 4 K, in the absence of external stimuli.

The dI/dV plots showed the opening of conductance channels at lower threshold voltages for the HS state than the LS state. The
close proximity of the LUMO of the HS state to the Fermi level relative to the energetic proximity of the LS state is the reason behind
the low current blockade gap associated with the HS state. Moreover, the transport characteristics of the HS state is spin-resolved,
rendering the SCO molecules suitable to develop switchable spin polarizers.6 Similar SCO mediated switching of resistance states
was reported for an iron(III) complex trapped between gold electrodes. Unlike the relatively larger �0.6 V bias used in graphene
SCO junctions, a smaller 8 mV bias voltage is applied in the Au–SCO junction, thus the role of electric field as stimulus in inducing
SCO is ruled out. Remarkably, some of the devices fabricated using the complex showed multilevel switching characteristics, this is
attributed to the presence of two SCO complexes within the nanogap.147 Random switching between three different conductance
states was also demonstrated for an iron(III) complexd[Fe(pap)2]

þ (pap� ¼ N-2-pyridylmethylidene-2-hydroxyphenylaminate)d
deposited on Cu2N/Cu(100) surface by sublimation. Topographical analysis of the surface bound [Fe(pap)2]

þ complexes revealed
the presence of HS conformer A on the surface. Application of 2.5 V voltage by placing the tip above conformer A resulted in the
random switching between three current levels: the high current level is associated with HS conformer A, and the two other low
current levels correspond to LS conformers B and C. The three different current states corresponding to configurations A, B, and
C rendered the system as memristor. The selective nature of the switching process, that is, the deterministic nature of the memory,
is demonstrated by selectively switching the configuration of a molecule (A / B) without affecting its nearest neighbors. Note, the
charge state of the surface deposited [Fe(pap)2]

þ is ambiguous and the assignment of the spin-state is not solely based on the
conductance state.148 A caged iron(II)-terpyridine complex electro-spray deposited on Au(111) substrate have also shown two-
level tunneling current variationsdunder a constant applied bias of 0.9 Vdcharacteristic of SCO-induced switching discussed
above.149 Overall, single molecule transport characteristics of SCO complexes trapped in between graphene and gold electrodes
reveal small structural perturbations in metal-ligand distances contributing to the random switching between spin-states and the
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associated telegraph-like conductance switching. The studies also indicate the drastically different nature of SCO process at the indi-
vidual level when compared with the cooperative nature of SCO in the bulk scale.

Electric field and stretching induced spin-state switching and the associated conductance variations have also been demonstrated
in molecular junctions embedding single iron(II) complexes. A dipole placed in an electric field undergoes a torque, thus spin-state
switching could be induced by placing an iron(II) complex composed of ligands featuring a large dipole moment. This concept was
demonstrated for a heteroleptic iron(II) complex placed in a gold MCBJ.150 The complex is composed of differently functionalized
terpyridine ligands arranged perpendicular around the central iron(II) switching entity. One of the terpyridine ligands features
terminal anchoring groups, which anchor the complex in the MCBJ junction. The other ligand is endowed with a permanent dipole
moment by functionalizing it with electron donating (NMe2) and withdrawing (CN) groups. Application of electric field across the
junction distorts the complex structure due to the coupling between the electric field and dipole carrying push-pull ligand. Such
coupling distorts the perpendicular organization of the ligands around the iron(II) core, consequently a LS to HS switching ensued.
The LS to HS switching coupled with molecular structure reorganization, perpendicular to distorted, triggered by electric filed
evidences the utility electric filed as a stimulus in inducing spin-state switching at single-molecule level.

Spin-state switching between HS and LS, and vice versa, involves metal-ligand bond length elongationdthe FeeN bond lengths
are longer in HS complexes than in their LS counterparts. In retrospect, spin-state switching could be induced by stretching a single
molecule placed in between metallic leads. Such stretching-induced spin-state switching in metal-molecule-metal MCBJ junction
was demonstrated for a homoleptic iron(II)-terpyridine complex. The complex was fixed on the metallic leads via sulfur-
anchoring groups, and a gradual stretching of the junction induced LS to HS switching. The related zero bias conductance measure-
ments indicate the more conductance nature of HS state than the LS state, a fact also supported by theoretical calculations.151

Similar stretching-induced spin-state switching is demonstrated for a single Fe-porphyrin complex in an STM junction. At narrow
junction gaps, the macrocyclic complex adsorbed on an Au(111) surface adopts a saddle conformation and is in HS state (S ¼ 2).
Retracting the STM tip away from the substrate, while in contact with the complex, stretches the complex and an intermediate triplet

Fig. 8 Random spin-state switching in a single SCO molecule-graphene junction. (A) Schematic of a graphene-SCO complex junction: A pyrene-
decorated SCO complex was anchored in between single-layer graphene electrodes. (B) Current (I) versus voltage (V) plots of LS (blue) and HS (red)
states of the complex, showing spin-state dependent conductance variation. (C) At T ¼ 2 K, a telegraph-like conductance variation attributed to
random spin-state switching was observed. (D) The transport is spin-polarized in the HS-junctions due to the closer proximity of HS-LUMO level
(solid red trace) to the Fermi level than the LS-LUMO (dotted red trace). Images reproduced with permission from Burzurí, E.; García-Fuente, A.;
García-Suárez, V.; Senthil Kumar, K.; Ruben, M.; Ferrer, J.; van der Zant, H. S. J. Nanoscale 2018, 10(17), 7905–7911. https://doi.org/10.1039/
C8NR00261D.
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spin configuration (S ¼ 1) with planar conformation is obtained.152 The above studies demonstrate the mechanical triggering of
SCO in single molecule MCBJ and STM junctions.

In an interesting study, controlled spin-state switching of a nickelocene molecule attached to an STM tip was demonstrated. The
S ¼ 1 to S ¼ 1/2 spin-state switching is observed upon moving from the tunneling to the contact regime, that is, when the nickel-
ocene is in contact with the underlying Cu(100) substrate, S ¼ 1/2 spin-state is stabilized. Retracting the nickelocene-functionalized
STM tip away from the substrate induces S ¼ 1/2 to S ¼ 1 spin-state switching. Thus, surface-state mediated triggering of spin-state
switching at single molecule level was demonstrated.99

Ideally speaking, some of the complexes underwent spin-state switching at a molecular level under the influence of electric field,
mechanical, and surface-state stimuli are not SCO active at the bulk scale. Thus the elucidation of spin-state switching of the
complexes at single molecule level serves as the proof of the concept that spin-state switching can be induced at a single molecule
level even for the complexes that are not SCO active at bulk scale. Overall, although SCO is a bulk state phenomenon in molecular
solids, the above discussion demonstrates the possibility of inducing SCO in single molecule junctions with the help of appropriate
switching mechanisms. Application of voltage pulses induced SCO either by charging the ligand or by exciting the LS or HS mole-
cule to an electronically excited state. The relaxation of the excited state either to a stable LS or meta-stable HS state completed the
spin-state switching process. Such mechanistic insights obtained from single molecule measurements and the possibility of voltage
induced switching augurs well for the development of switching and memory elements based on SCO complexes, as demonstrated
in the case of [Fe(phen)2(NCS)2] in an STM junction. On the other hand, stochastic switching between spin-states in the absence of
any particular external stimulus in single molecule junctions indicates the role of small perturbations, most probably molecular
vibrations, effecting spin-state switching; this makes sense considering spin-phonon coupling associated with the SCO in bulk
samples. Apart from these, the utility of electric field and molecular stretching stimuli employed to modulate spin-state of designer
iron(II) complexes elucidates the conceptually rich landscape of single molecule experiments associated with functional coordina-
tion complexes.

7.07.6.1.2.1 SCO Nanostructures
The occurrence of thermal hysteresis upon LS to HS transition renders the SCO systems as switching and memory elements in nano-
scale device architectures. However, hysteretic I–V profiles were not observed, except for the case of [Fe(phen)2(NCS)2], in the single
molecule SCO complex junctions discussed in the previous section. The demonstration of hysteretic SCO in nanostructured mate-
rials and the size dependence of SCO characteristics indicates the usefulness of such materials as nanoscale switching and memory
elements.153,154 An intriguing quest is: can the temperature-dependent hysteretic SCO behavior reflect as hysteretic switching in
nanoscale junctions composed of nanostructured SCO systems? Indeed, hysteretic temperature-dependent current switching
behavior has been demonstrated in such junctions. Nano-structured objects of the one-dimensional polymeric SCO complex
[Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4) are one of the most studied SCO-active nano systems, because such systems show bistable SCO characteristics
above room temperature. Initial studies of the spherical and rod-shaped nano structures of the as-synthesized 1D-complex powders
revealed an above RT hysteretic conductance switching due to temperature-induced LS to HS switching (C1-C3 in Fig. 9A).155 To
study the particle size dependent SCO properties and the associated conductance switching parameters, pristine spherical and rod-
shaped nanoparticles (NPs) of [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4) were prepared employing a reverse-micelle-based technique. Transport char-
acteristics of such NPs organized between gold electrodes using dielectrophoresis (DEP)156 or 2D-self-assembly157 directing
methods revealed hysteretic current switching characteristics attributed to temperature-induced spin-state switching. Importantly,
in all the junctions discussed above, the HS state is found to be less conductive than the LS state.

Transport characteristics of core-shell type NP assemblies of [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4) have also been studied. Temperature-
dependent conductance measurements of a single 10 nm core-shell NP composed of polymeric [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4) core and
surfactant shell, referred to as SCO@surfactant NP, placed in between Au electrodes revealed an above RT hysteretic conductance
switching attributed to spin-state switching.158 Remarkably, voltage-induced conductance switching was also demonstrated in the
single SCO@surfactant NP junction. Sweeping of voltage beyond a threshold voltage triggered the switching from the low-
conductance state to the high-conductance state. Such voltage induced conductance switching is attributed to a voltage-induced
spin-state switching mediated by several plausible mechanisms including the ELIESST mechanism discussed in Section
7.07.6.1.2 for single molecule SCO junctions. In contrast to the transport measurements involving multiparticle junctions, the
HS state is more conductive than the LS state in single SCO@surfactant NP junctions. A similar hysteretic and more conductive
HS-state than the LS-state was reported for a hybrid film composed of [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4) NPs and single walled carbon nano-
tubes (SWNTs).159 Mechanistically, transport in multiparticle and single NP junctions is mediated by thermally activated hopping
and single electron tunneling, respectively, of charge carriers. Smaller thermal activation energy of conductivity associated with the
LS form of [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4) than the HS form rendered the LS form more conductive in multiparticle junctions.

While above RT hysteretic switching is demonstrated in NP junctions of [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4), the current values remained low
prohibiting the practical applications of such devices. To circumvent the issue, core-shell Au@SCO NP arrays composed of an Au-
core (12 nm) and 4 nm thick [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4) shell were prepared, and the electrical characteristics of NP arrays were studied
by placing them in between Au electrodes.160 At an applied voltage of 2 V, a hysteretic conductance switching was observed upon
temperature variation. However, unlike the single particle SCO@surfactant junctions, high conductance values are observed for
Au@SCO junctions when the SCO shell is in the LS-state. Moreover, a larger ON/OFF conductance switching ratio of 5300 were
observed in the Au@SCO devices than the conductance ratio of 2 observed in the SCO@surfactant devices. The increased switching
ratio observed in Au@SCO device is due to the intrinsically conductive nature of the metallic Au core.
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While the transport characteristics of NP junctions composed of polymeric [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4) complex are well investigated,
studies on NP architectures composed of monomeric SCO complexes decorated around metallic cores are scarce. Functionalization
of Au NPs with a molecular SCO complex [Fe(AcSBPP)2](ClO4)2 featuring sulfur-based anchoring groups and octane thiol alkyl
chains resulted in the formation of mixed-ligand protected Au-NPs (Fig. 9B). The particles were arranged as arrays in between
Au electrodes separated by 100 nm. Temperature dependent transport characteristics, at an applied bias of 0.3 V, of Au-NP array
junction indicated the high resistance (R) state of the HS complexes decorated around the Au core. Unlike the studies involving
the [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4) complex, a gradual resistance versus T profiles were observed in the Au@SCOmolecule junctions. Remark-
ably, a resistance minimum in the R versus T plots were observed in the Au@SCO molecule junctions close proximity to the T1/2
value observed for the molecular complex in the bulk state. Such appearance of the resistance minimum could be used to probe
SCO temperature in electrical devices incorporating SCO molecules.161

Overall, the hysteretic conductance versus temperature profiles recorded for [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4) junctions are promising
towards the fabrication of realistic SCO-based switching and memory elements. Moreover, the low conductance nature of HS state
observed in junctions bridged by large nm sized [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4) particles and core-shell arrays and high conductance nature of
HS [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4) core studied in single particle junction indicate different mechanistic pathways guiding transport in the
junctions.

7.07.6.1.2.2 Thin film junctions
The transport characteristics of SCO complexes deposited as thin films of various thicknesses have been studied to fabricate large
area molecular electronic and spintronics junctions. Upon deposition of an SCO complex on to a substrate, the SCO properties of
the complex in direct contact with the surface are heavily altered due to the molecule-surface interactions.131,162 The situation is
more pronounced for the complexes deposited on metallic substrates. A classic example is the pinning of spin-states of

Fig. 9 Transport characteristics of nanostructured SCO architectures. (A) Temperature versus dc conductivity plots of spherical (C1) and needle-like
(C2) [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4) nanostructures, showing hysteretic conductance switching. (Reproduced with permission from Rotaru, A.; Gural’skiy, I. A.;
Molnár, G.; Salmon, L.; Demont, P.; Bousseksou, A. Chem. Commun. 2012, 48(35), 4163–4165. https://doi.org/10.1039/C2CC30528C.) (B) Schematic
of an SCO molecule-Au nanoparticle array device; the Au nanoparticles (box) are protected by a mixed layer of SCO complex and octanethiol ligands.
The minimum in the resistance observed, around the T1/2, in the temperature-dependent resistance plots is attributed to spin-state switching.
(Reproduced with permission from Devid, E. J.; Martinho, P. N.; Kamalakar, M. V.; �Salitro�s, I.; Prendergast, Ú.; Dayen, J.-F.; Meded, V.; Lemma, T.;
González-Prieto, R.; Evers, F.; Keyes, T. E.; Ruben, M.; Doudin, B.; van der Molen, S. J. ACS Nano 2015, 9(4), 4496–4507. https://doi.org/10.1021/
acsnano.5b01103.)
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[Fe(phen)2NCS2] in direct contact with Cu(100) substrate, that is, a coexistence of LS- and HS-states were observed due to the
differing nature of interactions of the complexes with the surface. As discussed in Section 7.07.6.1.2, deposition of the complex
over a CuN intermediate layer reduced the interaction between the underlying Cu(100) substrate and the complex, enabling
spin-state manipulation at single-molecule level. Apart from the surface-mediated blocking of SCO, the fragmentation of complexes
upon interacting with the substrates have also been reported. Detailed descriptions of the role of molecule-surface (spinterface)
interactions in tuning the SCO of adsorbed molecules can be found in the recent reviews and reports.131,163–168 Increasing the thick-
ness of the films mitigates the surface-induced perturbations on SCO starting from the second layer, and complete SCO is observed
in nm thick films, as observed in the bulk-state. Several recent reviews elaborately discuss the spin-state switching properties of the
surface deposited SCO complexes and the transport characteristics of thin film SCO junctions.131,139,163,164,169,170 Consequently,
a brief description of the transport characteristics of thin film SCO devices covering salient features are presented in the following
sections.

In general, thin films of SCO complexes on suitable substrates are deposited employing vacuum sublimation. The technique is
useful to produce impurity-free submonolayer to multilayer SCO films, and the advances made in the field has been reviewed
recently.131 The single-molecule level spin-state switching studies of [Fe(phen)2NCS2] and [Fe(phen)(bpz)2] presented in Section
7.07.6.1.2 was also carried out on thin molecular deposits of the complexes. Since the experiments are performed by selectively
switching single molecules, the studies are better placed in Section 7.07.6.1.2.

In a first ever study, transport properties of 240 nm thick film of the prototypical iron(II) complex [Fe(phen)2NCS2] were probed
by fabricating a thin complex film on an Au substrate using sublimation.171 Current-voltage characteristics of the film sandwiched
between Au electrodes at RT revealed that the space charge-limited current (SCLC) transport characteristic was mediated by the
HOMO of the HS-state of the complex. Note, the complex is in the HS-state at RT, and no temperature dependent I–V characteristics
were measured. A similar SCLC mediated transport in junctions composed of 50 nm film of [Fe(qnal)2] (qnal� ¼ quinoline-
naphthaldehyde), sandwiched between Ag and LiF/Au electrodes were observed. Temperature-dependent transport studies indi-
cated a spin-state mediated switching of transport mechanism. In the LS-state of the film the transport is characterized by
a shallow-trap mediated SCLC transport, whereas in the HS-state, the SCLC transport is characterized by exponential distribution
of traps.172

Apart from the temperature dependent studies, the transport characteristics of thin SCO-active films have also been studied in
optoelectronic junctions. Variable temperature transport characteristics of [Fe(phen)(bpz)2] films sandwiched between electrodes
such as indium tin oxide (ITO) and aluminum (Al) indicated more conductive nature of the HS-state of the complex obtained upon
temperature variation. On the other hand, the HS-state obtained at 5 K via visible light irradiation is less conductive than the cor-
responding LS-state, signifying different charge transport pathways associated with the device architecture in the presence or absence
of visible light irradiation.173 While the above studies indirectly elucidate the role of iron(II) centers in mediating transport, a recent
device-centric in operando synchrotron X-ray absorption spectroscopic (XAS) study unambiguously proves the involvement of
iron(II) centers in mediating transport.174

Bistable switching characteristics of SCO complexes render them useful for the fabrication of molecule-based memory elements.
However, the so far studied SCO complexes in the thin film state have shown gradual SCO characteristics not appealing for appli-
cations. To mitigate this issue, thin films of [Fe(bpy)(bpz)2] (bpy ¼ 2,20-bipyridine), were deposited on ferroelectric substrates and
a non-volatile resistance switching was demonstrated.175 The spin-state of the complex is pinned either in the LS or HS-state
depending on the ferroelectric polarization of the substrate and the spin-state is retained in the absence of applied voltage. The
switching between the low and high resistance state corresponding to the HS and LS states, respectively, was induced by changing
the ferroelectric polarization of the underlying ferroelectric substrates via voltage poling. The bistable nature of the resistance switch-
ing conferred the devices with memory function. A read-only memory, similar to the NP-based memory architectures discussed in
Section 7.07.6.1.2.1, based on 200 nm thick film of [Fe(HB(pz)3)2] deposited between interdigitated Au-electrodes, was also
demonstrated. Remarkably, the experiments revealed the more conductive nature of the LS-state of [Fe(HB(pz)3)2] than the HS-
state.176

Overall, spin-state dependent conductance switching is established in thin film junctions in line with the single molecule and
nanoparticles junctions discussed in the previous sections. The utility of the SCO complexes as non-volatile and read-only memory
elements have also been demonstrated in the thin film junctions. A point noteworthy here is that the high- or low-conductance
nature of a particular spin-state dependents on the nature of experiment performed, as well-established for thermal and optoelec-
tronic junctions composed of [Fe(phen)(bpz)2] films.

7.07.6.1.3 Graphene-SCO hybrid device architectures
The sensitivity of SCO to interfacial interactions is a well-known phenomenon, especially for mono or submonolayer thick films of
SCO complexes in direct contact with metallic electrodes. On the other hand, the intrinsically insulating nature of the molecular and
nanostructured SCO materials hamper the realistic device integration of SCO materials. To circumvent these issues, graphene-SCO
hybrid materials are proposed, considering the device suitable electrical conductance characteristics of graphene. Such proposition
is also based on the recent reports elucidating the preservation of spin-state switching of molecular complexes in direct contact with
graphene/highly oriented pyrolytic graphene (HOPG) substrate135,165 and the observation of modulated electrical transport prop-
erties of graphene due to spin-state switching of adsorbed SCO nanoparticles.

Three main directions, namely, (i) studying of spin-state switching characteristics of molecule and nanoparticles anchored or
adsorbed on graphene, elucidating the graphene/molecule/nanoparticle interface in tuning SCO, (ii) non-invasive spin-state
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probing using graphene-transport measurements, and (iii) the elucidation of SCO-based memory architectures have been devel-
oped over time.

In comparison with the bulk SCO characteristics, notable variations in the SCO characteristics of nanoparticles and molecular
complexes upon anchoring with graphene have been demonstrated.133,135 In a typical study, SCO characteristics of a graphene-SCO
complex hybrid was probed and the preservation of SCO of the complex was elucidated (Fig. 10).135 Such experimental observa-
tions encouraged the fabrication of graphene-based devices, facilitating non-invasive readout of spin-state of nanoparticles and
single crystals, employing graphene-transport measurements.

The sensitivity of graphene’s electrical transport characteristics to the spin state of surface-deposited SCO active materials is the
underlying principle of such a proposition. Consequently, non-invasive spin-state detection of a [Fe(Htrz)2(trz)](BF4) nanoparticle
thin film deposited on a CVD graphene was demonstrated. The coupling between the graphene charge-carrier scattering mechanism
and dielectric modulation of SCO film induced by spin-state change enabled spin-state detection.177 Recently, the spin state of an
SCO complex crystal was probed (see Fig. 11) in a graphene field effect transistor (GFET) device using a concept called chemo-
electric gating (CEG).178 In the GEC-based GFET, electric dipole fluctuations (arising upon SCO) associated with the molecules
inside the crystal caused electrostatic potential variations inside the graphene sheet and the Dirac point of the sheet was altered
accordingly, paving the way for the direct electrical probing of the spin-state of the SCO crystal. The tri-layer GFET device consists
of an SCO crystal and a graphene layer separated by a polymeric spacer. The polymeric spacer is permeable to electrostatic effects
and minimizes mechanical stress-induced conductivity variation of the graphene sheet due to SCO. Heat-cool cycles of the device in

Fig. 10 Spin-state switching in a graphene-SCO hybrid material. (A) Molecular structure of an SCO complex tethered with pyrene anchoring groups.
(B) Spin-state switching characteristics of the complex in the bulk-state and graphene-SCO complex hybrids. The similar SCO profiles of graphene-
SCO complex hybrids Gr-SCO-A and Gr-SCO-B indicate the reproducible nature of the hybrid material preparation. Images reproduced with
permission from Senthil Kumar, K.; �Salitro�s, I.; Boubegtiten-Fezoua, Z.; Moldovan, S.; Hellwig, P.; Ruben, M. A Dalton Trans. 2018, 47(1), 35–40.
https://doi.org/10.1039/C7DT03623J.
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Fig. 12 Spintronics junctions. (A) In a solid-state junction a nonmagnetic conducting spacer is sandwiched between two ferromagnetic electrodes.
The magnetization direction of the hard (bottom) ferromagnetic electrode is fixed, whereas the magnetization direction of the soft (top) electrode
could be reversibly modulated by applying a magnetic field (top schematic). Low (RP) and high (RAP) resistance states are observed for the parallel
and antiparallel alignment, respectively, of magnetization direction of top and bottom ferromagnetic electrodes. Magneto resistance (MR) is calculated

Fig. 11 Contactless sensing of SCO in GFET device. (A) Molecular structure of the iron(II) complexdthe direction of dipole moment associated
with the complex is shown as a green arrowdand the mechanism of CEG mediated sensing of spin-state of the complex crystals: the dipole moment
variation associated with the SCO modulates the Dirac points of graphene, facilitating spin-state detection. (B) Schematic of the GFET device
structure. The presence of dielectric polymeric spacer between the SCO crystal substrate and graphene sheet renders the device as contactless spin-
state sensor. (C) cmT versus T plot showing the stepwise and hysteretic spin-state characteristic of the complex crystal. The HS, intermediate spin,
and LS states of the crystal are denoted as phase I, II, and III, respectively. (D) Resistance versus temperature plots of the device in the heating (top)
and cooling (bottom) modes. The resistance drop/increase of the device coinciding with the midpoints of phase II to phase I/phase I to phase II
transitions (middle) in the heating/cooling cycles facilitates spin-state detection. Reproduced from Geest, E. P.; Shakouri, K.; Fu, W.; Robert, V.;
Tudor, V.; Bonnet, S.; Schneider, G. F. Adv. Mater. 2020, 32(10), 1903575. https://doi.org/10.1002/adma.201903575.
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the SCO region induced resistivity variation of the GFET device commensurate with the spin-state switching, exemplifying a contact-
less spin-state sensing mechanism using graphene transport measurement.

7.07.6.1.4 Spin-polarized transport in SCO junctions
Solid-state spintronics relies on the spin polarized nature of charge carriers. Spintronics concepts such as giant magneto resistance
(GMR) and tunnel magneto resistance (TMR) paved the way for the realization of magnetic memories. In a typical GMR device,
a nm thick nonmagnetic conducting metallic sheet is placed in between two (bottom and top) ferromagnetic electrodes
(Fig. 12A). The resistance of the device depends on the magnetic orientation of the bottom and top electrodes: low and high resis-
tance states are obtained for parallel and anti-parallel orientations, respectively.

In molecular spintronics, an offspring of solid-state spintronics, molecules are used as a nonmagnetic layer to separate bottom
and top magnetic electrodes (Fig. 12B). The topic came to the fore after the observation of spin-polarized charge injection from
amagnetic electrode to an organic semiconductor; a strong magnetoresistance and spin diffusion length of 200 nmwere reported.67

Subsequently, the generic nature of spin-polarized transport in molecular spintronic device architectures composed of ferromag-
netic electrodes and non-magnetic molecules was demonstrated.179 Use of magnetic molecules, such as SMMs and SCO complexes,
adds another dimension to the molecular spintronics research. For example, molecular spintronics junctions solely relying on the
magnetic propertydnamely, magnetic anisotropy, HS-statedof a molecule could be developed. In such junctions, a magnetic
molecule is sandwiched between metallic and nonmagnetic electrodes and a spin polarized current output could be observed
with the polarization state of the output determined by the magnetic state of the molecule. In a rare example, a spintronic junction
solely composed of organic components (i.e. without metallic electrodes) was achieved. The junction termed as “supramolecular
spin value” is composed of TbPc2-SMMs anchored on single walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) and charge carrier transport is
dictated by the magnetic state of SMMs anchored on SWNTS, see Section 7.07.6.2.1 for more details. While conceptually inter-
esting, the low temperature operation limit of SMM-based spintronics devices hinder the realization of practical RT operable spin-
tronics devices. SCO complexes capable of undergoing reversible spin-state switching at around RT are ideal choices to obtain
ambient temperature operable molecular spintronics junctions. Moreover, the tunable nature of spin-state at single molecule level
(as discussed in Section 7.07.6.2.1) renders the SCO complexes suitable for the development of switchable spintronics junc-
tionsdan ON-OFF switching of polarized current output is envisioned.

As elucidated in computational studies, HS iron(II) SCO complexes sandwiched between nonmagnetic metallic electrodes act as
spin filters, whereas transport in LS complex is not spin polarized due to the equal number of spin-up and spin-down electrons.
After electron injection from an electrode to a HS complex, only spin-down electrons are transported through the molecule due
to the close proximity of spin-down electron-containing t2g orbitals to the Fermi level of the electrode. Despite many computational
studies predicting spin filtering by HS SCO complexes, not much has been reported on experimental confirmationsof such
predictions.

In a rare experimental study, a large conductance switching and spin polarized transport was reported for a device composed of
a [Fe(tzpy)2(NCS)2] SCO complex (Fig. 12B, tzpy¼ 2-pyridyl[1,2,3]triazolo[1,5-a]pyridine). When the HS complex is sandwiched
between a nonmagnetic Au electrode and spin polarized nickel (Ni) tip, only spin-down electrons are transported through the HS
complex and the spin-up electrons are scattered due to the close energetic alignment of spin-down electron-containing t2g orbital to
the Au Fermi level. The resistance state of the device is controlled by the polarity of the Ni tip. When the polarity is down, the spin
down electrons passing through the HS complex are transported without scattering, thus a low-resistance state of the device is
achieved. On the other hand, a high-resistance state is obtained in the case of a spin-up polarized Ni tip. Overall, the spin filtering
nature of HS [Fe(tzpy)2(NCS)2] was demonstrated through these experiments.

7.07.6.2 SMM Spintronic Devices

In this section, we will describe recent advances in the construction of SMM-based spintronic devices. We note that while electrically
conducting SMMs have been recently reviewed in the context of bulk samples,72 this is not the focus of the current discussion, as we
will focus on single-molecule devices.

using the relation: MR ¼ (RAP-RP/RP) � 100 (bottom graph). (Part of the image reproduced with permission from Fert, A. Rev. Mod. Phys. 2008, 80(4),
1517–1530. https://doi.org/10.1103/RevModPhys.80.1517 (B) In an ideal molecular spintronic junction spin polarization of the conducting electrons
are determined by the magnetic molecule sandwiched between nonmagnetic electrodes (top schematic). Preferential transport of spin-down electron
in a spintronics junction involving a HS SCO complex. In this particular example, a spin-polarized Ni tip is used as a top electrode. The spin-down
electrons, shown inside the orange circle, are preferentially transported via the HS complex, rendering the HS Fe(II) complex as a spin filter. The
polarization of the Ni tip is used as a detection mechanism: a low resistance state is obtained for spin-down tip polarization (bottom figure). (Part of
the image reproduced with permission from Aragonès, A. C.; Aravena, D.; Cerdá, J. I.; Acís-Castillo, Z.; Li, H.; Real, J. A.; Sanz, F.; Hihath, J.; Ruiz,
E.; Díez-Pérez, I. Nano Lett. 2016, 16(1), 218–226. https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.nanolett.5b03571
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7.07.6.2.1 Supramolecular spin valves
The devices described herein are closely related to molecular spin valves (see Section 7.07.4.2.2), with the difference that of interest
here are single-molecule variations of this concept. It should be noted that theoretical investigations have dealt with SMM-based
spin-valve transistors (SVTs) between non-magnetic electrodes in which an SMM acts as a conducting and spin-filtering compo-
nent.180,181 However, experimental work has shown that SWNTs are good conductors for spin-polarized currents, either injected
at the ferromagnet-SWNT interface in spin valves,182 or polarized on the SWNTs themselves by SMMs grafted upon them (see
below).

Before describing such devices constructed with SMMs, it is useful to point out the overarching concept of an SVT. This was
invented in 1995183 to solve the problem of measurement of the spin-valve effect, until then carried out in the experimentally
more expedient current-in-plane (CIP) geometry. CIP measurements reduce the measured effect to only the electrons that are
shunted between layers, while those channeled in a single layer do not participate. The current-perpendicular-to-plane (CPP) geom-
etry allows all electrons to cross the various layers, but then the very thin multilayer device only exhibits a small resistance which is
difficult to measure. The SVT solved this problem, though the discussion falls beyond the scope of this chapter.

Conceptually, single-molecule SVTs are a variation of molecular spin transistors (MSTs, see Section 7.07.6.2.3). However, it was
discovered that the same polarization effect could be achieved by a single molecule of the TbPc2 SMM, where the spin filtering and
conducting functions are handled separately by the SMM and by a SWCNT, respectively. In a modification of the MST described in
Section 7.07.6.2.3, spin valves were constructed by connecting two non-magnetic Pd electrodes with a SWCNT.184 This junction sat
atop an insulating SiO2 layer, with a gate below. Chemically modified TbPc2 SMMs were then attached onto the SWCNT through p-
p interactions through a pyrene-substituent grafted on one of the phtalocyanine ligands (Fig. 13). During previous studies it had
been determined185 that a TbPc2 per 11 nm of SWCNT was on average attached, giving an average number of four SMMs anchored
atop the SWCNT in the SVT device. In such a device, the first SMM acts as the spin polarizer, whereas the subsequent ones act as spin
analyzers, giving a smaller or larger resistance to the SWCNT depending on their spin polarization (parallel or antiparallel) with
respect to their previous SMM. Spin filtering was hysteretic as a function of magnetic field sweeps: for strongly negative fields, all
SMMs were polarized parallel to one another giving a low resistance. Upon sweeping the field to the opposite direction, at some
point one of the SMMs reversed its magnetization first, leading to the high-resistance regime. Upon further increase another
SMM followed suit recovering the low-R regime. This behavior was strongly dependent on the field-sweep rate according to
Landau-Zener statistics,186 with slower field sweeps leading to a zero-field spin reversal via quantum tunneling of magnetization

Fig. 13 Top: Artistic view of the supramolecular spin valve. The pyrene-substituted Pc ligand shown in the image assures p-p interactions with the
SWCNT, stabilizing the SMM through a supramolecular assembly. Bottom Left: Representation of the spin filtering mechanism. When two
consecutive SMMs have opposite spin polarizations, the energy mismatch of the channels decreases the conductance. Under stronger external
magnetic fields all spin polarizations are parallel, which triggers the high conductance state. Right: Magnetoresistance as a function of field sweeps
for an angle of 30� relative to the SWCNT axis. Reproduced from Krainov, I. V.; Klier, J.; Dmitriev, A. P.; Klyatskaya, S.; Ruben, M.; Wernsdorfer, W.;
Gornyi, I. V. ACS Nano 2017, 11(7), 6868–6880. https://doi.org/10.1021/acsnano.7b02014.
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(QTM) reducing the hysteresis, and faster sweeps favoring spin reversal at higher fields through a direct process. Another statistically
intriguing aspect of these few-molecule experiments is that for the same device, spin flips do not occur at precisely the same field, but
can vary from sweep to sweep.

In effect, these experiments showed that a single SMMmolecule reproduced the function of an entire ferromagnetic layer of spin
valves. The ferromagnet-electrode-like function of SMM is due to the hybridization of the S ¼ 1/2 Pc�� radical with the nanotube
walls which allowed a very efficient transfer of polarization between the TbIII electron spin and the SWCNT through the Tb-Pc
magnetic coupling, effectively creating localized quantum dots. This phenomenon was subsequently theoretically investigated in
greater detail.187–189 A more advanced adaptation of this experiment, involving transverse magnetic fields and three lateral side-
gates was used to demonstrate the magnetic exchange coupling between the electronic spins of the TbIII ion and the Pc�� radical.190

However, a few remarks are also in order: (i) The devices showed strong variability, with GMR ratios ranging from 2% to 300%.191

(ii) The number of SMMs per device is not easy to control.
It is worth noting that a very related, though not identical, device was reported involving TbPc2 molecules deposited on gra-

phene. The adsorption of the pyrene-substituted TbPc2 on graphene was demonstrated using spatially resolved Raman spectroscopy
(Fig. 14).192 Based on these findings, a device consisting of a graphene nanoconstriction connecting two electrodes, was con-
structed, on which TbPc2 was deposited.

193 This device exhibited a magnetoresistance that was highly sensitive to the magnetization
orientation of the SMM molecules, and in principle could form the basis for highly sensitive magnetic sensors.

As these developments demonstrate, graphene is acquiring increasing importance in the construction of molecular devices,
something that has been extensively reviewed194 and further stressed in the context of a graphene-electrodes molecular transistor
implementation (see Section 7.07.6.2.3).

7.07.6.2.2 Molecular magnetomechanical resonators
Building upon the design of the supramolecular spin valve, but taking it to an entirely different direction, the SWCNT was consid-
ered as a nanoelectromechanical system (NEMS), and its mechanical oscillations were used as a measured quantity. It had been
predicted that the spin degree of freedom of a magnetic molecule or nanoparticle, rigidly grafted on a nanomechanical resonator
(such as a SWCNT), could couple to the mechanical oscillations of that resonator.195,196 At the same time, it had been proposed that
a highly anisotropic magnetic species of magnetic moment m, could exert a magnetic torque Gmag ¼ m � Hext under the influence
of an external magnetic field Hext, thus producing an S-shaped deformation (Fig. 15, top).197 This model suggests that the strain
would modify the resonance frequency of the mechanical oscillation by a quantity Df. Theoretically, the spin reversal at the

Fig. 14 Representation of the pyrene-substituted TbPc2 molecule (A) adsorbed on a graphene sheet (B). A graphene nanocostriction with adsorbed
TbPc2 is connecting the source and drain of a molecular transistor. An artistic representation of the device is shown in (C) and a false-color SEM
image in (D). Reproduced from Candini, A.; Klyatskaya, S.; Ruben, M.; Wernsdorfer, W.; Affronte, M. Nano Lett. 2011, 11(7), 2634–2639. https://doi.
org/10.1021/nl2006142.
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appropriate field should be associated with a discontinuity of the Df value, also associated with hysteretic behavior. Also, the Df
versus Hext profile was predicted to be dependent on the angle between the Hext vector and the molecular easy axis, with the hyster-
etic behavior disappearing entirely when the magnetic field is normal to the anisotropy axis.

An implementation of this idea was demonstrated using the pyrene-substituted TbPc2 molecule described above (see
Section 7.07.6.2.1). The device consisted of the spin transistor described above, whose bias and gate voltages were used to control
the resonance frequency of the SWCNT oscillation (Fig. 15, bottom). Field sweeps parallel to the molecule’s easy axis were carried
out and the spin reversals were monitored through conductance measurements, demonstrating that the spin system could indeed
couple to the SWCNT’s oscillation modes.198

Subsequently, the possibility of a torque-based mechanical magnetometer was tested using this device. For that implementation
the magnetic moment of the TbPc2 molecule can be expressed asm ¼ (gmB/Z)J, and can be expected to induce amagnetomechanical
response. A radiofrequency (RF) driving signal (�112 MHz) was injected through the gate voltage bymeans of a home-made bias T,
and was superposed to the DC gate voltage, at a temperature of 20 mK. Indeed, the induced mechanical oscillations were detected
by the source-drain electrodes through the changes they produced on the charge flow. At low powers, a pristine SWCNT behaved as a
harmonic oscillator, implementing a high-quality resonator (Q � 18,000). At higher powers, a TbPc2-grafted SWCNT behaved as
a Dufing oscillator, exhibiting strong nonlinearity and a bistability between two oscillation modes. The spin reversal could trigger
a sudden transition between the two modes, which could be detected with a very good signal to noise (S/N) ratio by the source-
drain voltage change.199 Incidentally, a larger-scale approach of this principle was subsequently reported using a 140 nm layer
of a SCO complex deposited on a MEMS resonator, hysteretically modifying its oscillation characteristics.200

7.07.6.2.3 Molecular spin transistors
At a fundamental level, a molecular transistor (MT) follows the design principles of MOSFETs, with the molecular junction sitting
atop a gate that can apply a controlled electric field on the molecule. The electric field modifies the electronic states of the molecule
and subsequently its transport properties. In what follows, it is assumed that MTs are single-molecule ones: although SAM-based
large-area MTs have recently started to be considered, they still constitute a very minor part of current research.201,202

The first implementation of a molecular transistor was reported in 2000, and consisted of C60 molecules placed between Au
electrodes fabricated through the electromigration technique.19 This study revealed that the transport properties of the molecule
could couple with additional degrees of freedom, vibrational in that case, hence allowing their study via the conductance
measurements.

Fig. 15 Top: the principle of a molecular magnetomechanical resonator. A SWCNT is suspended between two points and under the influence of
a periodic RF excitation VAC(t) undergoes an oscillation of amplitude r(z). Under the influence of a magnetic field, a magnetic molecule grafted onto
the oscillator exerts a torque, twisting the oscillator thus modifying its resonance frequency. In the figure, c is the magnetic anisotropy vector, B is
the magnetic field and m is the magnetic moment vector under the influence of B. (Reproduced from Lassagne, B.; Ugnati, D.; Respaud, M. Phys.
Rev. Lett. 2011, 107 (13). https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.107.130801 Bottom: SEM image showing a molecular resonator consisting of a TbPc2
molecule rigidly grafted on a SWCNT. The molecular structure of the SMM is overlayed on the SEM image, indicating the magnetic moment vector J.
The excitation-detection were conducted through the transistor gate and source-drain voltages, respectively. (Adapted from Ganzhorn, M.; Klyatskaya,
S.; Ruben, M.; Wernsdorfer, W. Nat. Nanotechnol. 2013, 8(3), 165–169. https://doi.org/10.1038/nnano.2012.258; Ganzhorn, M.; Klyatskaya, S.;
Ruben, M.; Wernsdorfer, W. ACS Nano 2013, 7(7), 6225–6236. https://doi.org/10.1021/nn402968k
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Fig. 16 Left: Design principle of the molecular spin transistor, including a microwave (MW) irradiation enhancement. (Reproduced from Godfrin, C.; Lumetti, S.; Biard, H.; Bonet, E.; Klyatskaya, S.; Ruben,
M.; Candini, A.; Affronte, M.; Wernsdorfer, W.; Balestro, F. J. Appl. Phys. 2019, 125(14), 142801. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5064593.) Middle: Electrical readout of the nuclear qubit state. The position of the
conductance jump is characteristic of the spin-state. (Reproduced from Vincent, R.; Klyatskaya, S.; Ruben, M.; Wernsdorfer, W.; Balestro, F. Nature 2012, 488(7411), 357–360. https://doi.org/10.1038/
nature11341 Right: A database quantum search by implementation of the Grover algorithm: starting from a superposition of three states (the “database” entries), manipulation of the spin qubit with specially
designed MW pulses can selectively populate the desired state, i.e. can “pull” a particular database entry. (Reproduced from Godfrin, C.; Ferhat, A.; Ballou, R.; Klyatskaya, S.; Ruben, M.; Wernsdorfer, W.;
Balestro, F. Phys. Rev. Lett. 2017, 119(18), 187702. https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.187702.)
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This concept was extended to the magnetic degrees of freedom of the MJ molecule in 2002. In two back-to-back papers, molec-
ular spin transistors were used to study the magnetotransport properties of a paramagnetic [CoII(terpy)2]

2þ complex,203 and of an
antiferromagnetic [(Me3tacn)2V

IV
2(CN)4(m-C4N4)] dinuclear complex.204

This technique was soon applied to the study of Mn12 SMMs, in two 2006 studies. In one case researchers studied junctions
prepared from the archetypical Mn12-acetate and for the Mn12-chloroacetato SMM,205 whereas in the other the authors studied
an Mn12 SMM with the S-terminated 4-(acetylthio)benzoato ligand (Me(O]C)S-Ph-CO2

�).206 In both those studies the junctions
were fabricated through electromigration of Au wires, sitting atop an Al/Al2O3 gate/insulator, and in both reports Coulomb
blockade features appeared in about 10% of the fabricated junctions. However, the excitation energies determined by the two works
varied by an order of magnitude (14 vs 1.1–1.3 meV, respectively). It should be noted that neither the precise identity of the molec-
ular species between the electrodes nor its oxidation state were confirmed.

Subsequently, spin transistors constructed through the same method with Fe4-SMMs revealed field-dependent excitations at
1.5 meV, comparable to the Ueff value, and the differential conductance plots showed regions of Coulomb blockade and of
single-electron tunneling.207 In this case the authors were more sure of the stability of the molecules on the Au electrode based
on the results of prior studies of surface-deposited samples. Researchers observed the magnetic anisotropy by sample rotations
inside the magnetic field,208 and a Franck-Condon blockade.209 At the same time, these results inspired studies on Mn4 SMMs.210

Such devices were not only constructed with SMMs. The [2 � 2] CoII4 molecular grid complex [CoII4L4](BF4)8 (L ¼ 4,6-bis(20,200-
bipyrid-60-yl)-2-phenylpyrimidine) was used to construct such devices, and their conductance characteristics revealed vibrational
effects related to the molecule and the appearance of two distinct oxidation states as a function of the gate voltage.211

However, the SMM that was most studied in the context of spin transistors is TbPc2, in experiments reported in 2012212 and
illustrated in (Fig. 3). Due to QTM, magnetic relaxation at low temperatures is accelerated at magnetic fields which induce level
crossings between the Jz ¼ þ6 and �6 states; for TbPc2 this occurs at four positions (two for increasing and two for decreasing
fields), in particular at �14 and �40 mT. These experiments showed that due to its ferromagnetic coupling to the TbIII spin, the
conductance of the Pc�- radical ligand, which can be considered as a quantum dot, acquires a different value for each of the two
Jz states of the TbIII ions, effectively allowing the electrical readout of the nuclear spin state. This exchange-induced dependence
of the conductance on the spin-state was further elaborated subsequently (Fig. 16).213

For these experiments, a crucial device component was a 3D vector magnet that could align the applied magnetic field to the
molecular easy axis, which was not possible to control during the fabrication of the junction. Measurements of the differential
conductance dI/dV revealed a Kondo effect due to the S ¼ 1/2 radical spin, and a Kondo temperature TK calculated at 0.6 K.
Measurements under swept magnetic fields revealed changes in conductance between two values, at the magnetic field strengths
associated with the spin flips. This being a unique molecule, the spin flip would occur only at a single magnetic field for each field
sweep, so the experiments were repeated 75,000 times, and histograms revealed peaks of the spin-flip fields at the four different
positions mentioned above.

Further statistical analysis of a larger number of such experiments involving 2.5 s sweeps and zero waiting time,214 revealed that
when spin flips occurred they were only characterized by DmI ¼ 0, �1. Further analysis of the dwell time of the system at each
nuclear spin state revealed a T1 values of �25 s for the mI ¼ �3/2 states and � 13 s for the mI ¼ �1/2 ones. These differences
were correlated with the number of transition paths for each state, which were two for the mI ¼ �1/2 states (excitation and relax-
ation) and only one for the for themI ¼ �3/2 states (excitation or relaxation). The relaxationmechanismwas determined to be spin-
lattice relaxation through a Weger process which involves the conduction electrons, and associated with their number per unit time,
thus suggesting a way of electrical control of the relaxation by the current density.

Reversal statistics for different waiting times between each sweep revealed that for waiting time up to ca. 20 s led to spin flips of
DmI ¼ 0, indicating a long lifetime of the hyperfine states. Only for waiting times above 50 s did DmI ¼ �1,�2 and� 3 transitions
start becoming statistically significant, indicating that spin-flips occurred between two successive field sweeps, i.e. during the waiting
time. This experiment demonstrated the single-shot readout of the nuclear spin state of a unique molecule by purely electric means,
a first step in passing from the use of molecular spin transistors as purely analytical devices to functional ones.

In a next step, the authors used an updated version of the device, which incorporated the ability to irradiate the molecule with
microwave pulses.7 They found that the MWpulses interacted with the spin system and excited transitions between its nuclear states.
However, it was not the magnetic component of the MW radiation that was absorbed, as this was determined to be too weak to
achieve such an effect. Instead, it was the electric component (ca. 1 mV/nm) which interacted with the spin system through the
hyperfine Stark effect. Since the effective magnetic field Beff at the nucleus is a function of the spin (J) and the hyperfine interaction
(A), modifying A by a time-dependent electric field can in principle lead to oscillations of Beff that can be used to control the spin
state. Moreover, it was found that the static HF Stark effect from the gate voltage modified the resonance frequency, providing with
an additional lever for electric control. After initializing it at its mI ¼ þ3/2 state, MW pulses were used to excite the transition to the
mI ¼ þ1/2 nuclear state. By varying the pulse duration, Rabi oscillations were recorded. By applying a pulse sequence of two p/2
pulses separated by a time s, the authors recorded Ramsay fringes whose fit allowed them to determine T2* ¼ 64 ms.

These groundbreaking experiments started bringing closer to realization a goal outlined almost two decades previously, and
which provided a major impetus for the study of SMMs, i.e. their use for the encoding of spin qubits. SMMs, with their molecular
nature and facile preparation, promised to overcome limitations relating to scaling, and were examined by theoreticians as potential
qubit candidates.215,216 Moreover, the possibility of a Hilbert space of a dimension d > 2 (e.g. in polynuclear MNMs like Mn12, or
mononuclear ones with hyperfine interactions), allows to envisage the generalization of the qubit concept beyond the two-level
paradigm, i.e. to qudits.217
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Based on these principles and taking their implementation a step further to a functioning device, these researchers used the TbPc2
transistor as a spin qudit, by utilizing the d ¼ 4 dimensionality of the Hilbert subspace of its ground state.8 In particular, they set off
from the previous proposition that the Grover algorithm could be implemented by a unique multilevel quantum system,218 fore-
going the need of entangling qubits. By using a multichromatic MW pulse which could excite all three transitions (þ3/2 / þ1/
2, þ1/2/ �1/2, �1/2 / �3/2), it was possible to create a coherent superposition of two, three, or four states (Hadamard
gate) corresponding to a “database.” Starting from the three-state superposition, it was possible to use another specially designed
pulse to selectively amplify each of the states, thus selectively accessing the “database.”

By adapting the electromigration technique from gold to graphene (see Section 7.07.6.2.1), it was also possible to create
nanometer-separated graphene electrodes using a feedback-controlled electroburning technique in air and at room temperature.
By ramping up the voltage over several cycles it was possible to create precise nanometer-scale gaps at 87% yields, on which
TbPc2 could be deposited by drop-casting (Fig. 17).219 One of the advantages of using graphene instead of gold is that the increased
mobility of Au atoms at room temperature is avoided, thus greatly facilitating the construction of devices and increasing their life
time.

In closing, a few remarks are in order regarding the challenges of MSTs in their current implementation: (i) Electromigrated STs
have a low yield per chip (ca. 10%) which limits their high throughput fabrication. (ii) The molecules are stabilized in the inter-
electrode gap with randommolecular orientations, which hinders multiqubit architectures experiencing the same external magnetic
field. (iii) STs have the potential of aging at elevated temperatures due to the mobility of the molecules and/or the Au atoms. Aging
also occurs under high source-drain voltages. (iv) Different device preparations of TbPc2 transistors have shown sample-dependent
Kondo temperatures, Pc-Tb exchange couplings and T1 times, thus putting into question the ability to construct arrays of identical
systems.

7.07.7 Perspectives and Conclusions

In this section we attempt to assess the perspectives of molecular devices based on coordination complexes, taking into account
developments in related fields.

7.07.7.1 Hybrid Molecular-Superconducting Devices

The development of molecular devices based on coordination complexes stands to benefit from experimentation with different
types of materials as substrates/electrodes, in particular superconductors. An early attempt to study the effects of such hybrid struc-
tures involved microcrystalline Mn12-acetate, coprecipitated with a microcrystalline sample of a YBaCuO superconductor.220

Recently, more elaborate studies involved the UHV deposition andmagnetic study of a Fe4 SMM on the (111) surface of a Pb crystal,
a type I superconductor. This was chosen to study its SMM behavior inside and outside the superconducting window of Pb
(TC < 7.2 K, BC < 0.08 T). Indeed, for B > BC QTM was suppressed and a thermally activated magnetic relaxation dominated,
seen as hysteresis loops. When the magnetic field was gradually reduced below B < BC, the superconductor transitioned to its inter-
mediate state, characterized by growing Meissner-state islands which repel the external applied field. This transition was observed as
an increasing fraction of SMMs undergoing tunneling relaxation, since in their immediate vicinity Bloc ¼ 0.221

Superconducting coplanar waveguide (or microstrip) resonators have been used to increase the sensitivity of EPR spectroscopy
and have been tried on molecular materials, such as a chromium(III) spin triangle,222 and organic radicals.223 However, the same
problem can be recast as the coherent coupling of the modes of these resonators with the molecular spins, which might allow the

Fig. 17 Left: Artistic view of the spin transistor consisting of graphene source-drain electrodes. Right: false-color SEM image of the device.
Reproduced from Lumetti, S.; Candini, A.; Godfrin, C.; Balestro, F.; Wernsdorfer, W.; Klyatskaya, S.; Ruben, M.; Affronte, M. Dalton Trans. 2016, 45
(42), 16570–16574. https://doi.org/10.1039/C6DT02445A with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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information transfer between superconducting qubits and spin qubits. The interest would be that use of spin qubits that are also
capable of acting as color centers, might provide additional benefits such as the optical addressing of such hybrid systems,224–228 an
issue also considered in Section 7.07.7.2.

7.07.7.2 Qubits Beyond Spintronics?

To date, attempts at SMM-qubit implementations have been carried out by using spin transistors for SMM-qubit readout and/or
control (see Section 7.07.6.2.3). In that sense, the distinction between an SMM qubit and an SMM spin transistor is currently trivial.
However, this does not necessarily need to remain the case, as new emerging principles could be used for a more efficient single-
qubit control and readout. Not only have new types of magnetic molecules, and not just SMMs, been examined for the purpose,229

but new theoretical understandings (e.g. the role of vibronic degrees of freedom,230 couplings to surfaces,231 magnetoelectric
couplings232) are starting to shape the design of molecules and devices, and recent review articles have outlined several of these
new tasks and perspectives.233,234

As far as device architecture is concerned, such a new paradigmmay be a necessity considering the limitations of spin transistors,
at least in their current implementation. While molecular species are generally praised for their ability to form large arrays, a prin-
cipal problem of current technologies is their inability to individually address the molecules of such large arrays. For example,
multi-tip STMs (see Section 7.07.5.2.1) can address a small number of pre-positioned molecules, but scaling would be highly chal-
lenging. On the other hand, incorporating molecular species on prefabricated nanoelectronic devices (e.g. on electromigrated junc-
tions through drop casting) suffers from low yields, typically in the order of a few percent per chip, as well as difficult to control
aging of the device (see Section 7.07.6.2.3).

To remedy these deficiencies and regain the essential advantages of molecular objects (e.g. the facile preparation of large arrays of
identical objects through molecular engineering235), it would be ideal to be able to optically address such arrays. Two developments
in single-molecule detection may provide answers to these problems:

7.07.7.2.1 Single-spin magnetic resonance
In this detection method, NV centers are brought into close contact with the molecules whose magnetic resonance needs to be
studied. The magnetic fields produced by the electronic or nuclear spins interact with the NVs, slightly modifying their Zeeman shift.
The detection is then carried out optically, by examining the intensity of the fluorescence under irradiation of a 532 nm laser
(Fig. 18, left). This approach, referred to as single-spin magnetic resonance, has produced impressive sensitivities, going as far as
the detection of a few nuclear spins with a single NV.236–239

Clearly, the detection of electronic spins with magnetizations as strong as those of LnIII ions is within the reach of this technique.
However, the need to controllably approach the SMM molecule to a NV introduces an additional engineering complication.

7.07.7.2.2 Single-spin optical addressing
It might be more interesting to entirely forego the use of the NV by directly reading the spin of the SMM. In that regard, and consid-
ering the relevance of Ln-based SMMs, a very interesting work was the use of visible-to-ultraviolet upconversion for optical detection
of a single PrIII-ion impurities implanted in an yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) crystal (Fig. 18, right).240

One of the problems of achieving single-shot optical readout of LnIII impurities was the lack of cyclicity of these transitions: due
to the admixtures of crystal-field states, there is an absence of strictly allowed and forbidden transitions, with all of them being
weakly allowed. Thus, relaxation can occur through multiple pathways, making it difficult to cycle a specific transition. A way to
resolve this was proposed by using strong magnetic fields.241

Recently, the single-shot detection of such impurities was reported in two works appearing simultaneously.242,243 In particular,
Raha et al.242 reported the non-demolition readout of an ErIII impurity in yttrium silicate (Y2SiO5, YSO) with 94.6% fidelity.

Fig. 18 New technologies in single-spin readout. Left: Single-spin magnetic resonance uses NVs to detect nearby nuclear or electronic spins by
virtue of dipolar interactions. (Reproduced from Staudacher, T.; Raatz, N.; Pezzagna, S.; Meijer, J.; Reinhard, F.; Meriles, C. A.; Wrachtrup, J. Nat.
Commun. 2015, 6(1). https://doi.org/10.1038/ncomms9527.) Right: Single-spin optical addressing uses light detection to directly detect by optical
means LnIII impurities inside a diamagnetic matrix. (Reproduced from Kolesov, R.; Xia, K.; Reuter, R.; Stöhr, R.; Zappe, A.; Meijer, J.; Hemmer, P. R.;
Wrachtrup, J. Nat. Commun. 2012, 3(1). https://doi.org/10.1038/ncomms2034.)
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Kindem et al.243 reported the single-shot readout of 173YbIII ions in an yttrium orthovanadate (YVO4 or YVO) crystal with over 95%
fidelity.

7.07.7.2.3 Optically addressable spin qubits
These readout schemes achieve the readout of spin qubits without recourse to conductance measurements. Such measurements, as
was mentioned above, suffer from significant issues of reproducibility, yield and stabilities. In effect, removing the requirement for
conducting electrons to couple with the spin degree of freedom, would stricto sensu remove these spin qubits from the realm of
spintronics.

Such schemes require optically addressable spin qubits, which may function in a capacity similar to that of color centers, such as
nitrogen vacancies (NVs) in diamonds, with an added benefit that of a higher spatial precision in their fabrication. These qubits
could be optically initialized in the desired state, manipulated with MW pulses, and then read out optically (optically-detected
magnetic resonance, ODMR). Significance progress has been made in this direction by the group of Danna Freedman (see a review
of some early achievements244 and more recent results).245 Very recently, more elaborate experiments were reported on molecular
(S ¼ 1, D > 0) analogues of NVs based on organometallic [CrIVR4] complexes (R ¼ o-tolyl, 2,3-dimethylphenyl, 2,4-
dimethylphenyl).246 These complex molecular qubits were initialized through optical pumping, manipulated with MW pulses
administered through a CPW and finally read out by ODMR, demonstrating the functioning principles of such a qubit.

These studies were carried out on magnetically dilute samples (in a diamagnetic SnR4 matrix) and on ensembles of spin qubits.
Eventually, the single-spin addressing techniques may be applied to develop molecule-based optically controlled devices.

7.07.7.3 Conclusions

The computational and experimental investigations discussed in the preceding sections elucidate the utility of magnetic coordina-
tion complexes as go-to systems to replicate device architectures achieved with solid-state devices. For example, the demonstration
of molecular spin valves and the implementation of Grover’s algorithm at a molecular scale are some of the salient examples in
which the potential of molecular components is unanbiguously illustrated. The tuning of physical properties and the bottom-up
self-assembly facilitated by molecular engineering principles, render these molecular components very attractive for the practical
implementation of future devices. A case-by-case sum up of challenges ahead for molecular systems is presented as follows.

On the SCO front, the experimental demonstrations of spin-state switching at single-molecule junctions upon application of
bias voltage, electric field, and stretching are encouraging both in terms of conceptual understanding of switching mechanisms
at the single molecule scale and of spintronics applications. A missing link is the comprehensive experimental elucidation of
computationally predicted spin-polarized transport in HS junctions and ON-OFF switchability of polarized electron transport.
To achieve the observation of spin-polarized transport, an SCO molecule could be connected between ferromagnetically polarized
electrodes and the transport characteristics analyzed. In a similar vein, the spin-polarized transport could be studied in thin-film
junctions by sandwiching an SCO molecule in between ferromagnetic electrodes.

On the SMM front, a series of tasks remains to be tackled. First, the temperature range where the SMM effect is operative still
remains quite low, just having overtaken liquid nitrogen temperatures in one case.247 While this is not forbidding per se the devel-
opment of certain devices (e.g. spin qubits), increase of this temperature would facilitate the more straightforward construction and
wider adoption of such devices. Another issue just having begun to be appreciated, and which is critical for device fabrication, is the
importance of SMM-substrate spin-phonon interactions231,248 and of vibronic degrees of freedom230 on the SMM phenomenon.
While magnetoanisotropy-engineering has been a main focus for the increase of the spin-reversal barrier over the past three decades,
these are issues that will need to be addressed for the future SMM-device conception. Finally, with the importance of the nuclear
spin degree of freedom, fabricating identical devices translates to synthesizing isotopically pure SMMs.

In conclusion, isotopologue coordination chemistry, which takes into account the impact of the nuclear spin degree of the
central atom on the physical properties, respectively the device function, will therefore become a key factor in the practical imple-
mentation of coordination complexes.5
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